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1.0

INTRODUCTION

This document provides a description of the ECLIPSE 100 code in support
of the two-phase flow modeling work done for gas release from Konrad Mine.
The ECLIPSE model solves three-phase flow (oil, water and gas) equations.

The

governing equations,

finite-difference

approximations,

and the

major assumptions are presented in Section 2.

A summary of the model features is given in Section 3.
is

described

Section 5.
capillary

in Section 4.

The

Section 6 describes
equilibrium.

discussed in Section 7.

Solution method

dual porosity model

is

saturation functions

and handling of

Constituent

tracking

included

described

in ECLIPSE

in

is

Finally, unit conventions are listed in Section 8.

Most of the material is directly photocopied from the ECLIPSE reference
manual and the associated appendices.
part of a different document.
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Therefore in places,

it may read

2.0

MODEL EQUATIONS

ECLIPSE 100 solves a coupled set of equations describing three-phase
flow

through porous

media or

capability was used

in this work,

the discussions

limited to modeling of two phases only.
liquid phase
organic

(e.g.,

solvent).

Since only

fractured rock.

in this

anywhere in the system.

media,

two-phase

section are

The two phases may be a gas and a

water) or two immiscible liquids
For porous

the

both

the

(e.g.,

phases

water and an

may

be

present

In the case of fractured media, the flow system is

assumed to consist of a primary flow system, and a secondary flow system.
The fractured rock system may be modeled as a dual-porosity or a dualpermeability system.

In a dual-porosity,

each secondary porosity block

communicates with a primary porosity block.

Each primary porosity block

communicates with all the other primary porosity blocks.
porosity blocks do not cornmunicate with each other.

But the secondary

In a dual-permeability

concept, the secondary porosity blocks communicate with each other as well.

The

governing equations

difference
Section

method

2. 2.

The

used

are

to

governing

numerical

approximations

reservoir

simulation.

described

solve
flow

are

these

equations

equations

widely

Section

in Section 2 .1.

for

accepted

2.3

the

and

presents

is

finite

presented

porous

used

the

The

in

media and

in petroleurn

assumptions

and

specifications for the solution scherne used in the code.

2.1

GOVERNING EQUATIONS

The

governing equations

to be

conservation principles of rnass

solved

in this

and rnornentum.

code are

derived

The net flux

frorn

of rnass

or

rnornentum in or out of a control volurne rnust equal the time rate of change
of that quantity.

Sirnply stated:

FLUX IN - FLUX OUT

H00090R035
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ACCUMULATION

In the following subsections,

the flow equations for

the

two phases are

derived.

The conservation of mass equations for

the water and gas phases

for

flow through fractured or porous media can be written as:

a
(ef,pwsw)

(1)

(Water)

8t
The gas component can exist both in the gas phase andin dissolved form
in the water phase.

a

(2)

where

Pw,Pg

densities of water and gas

.ldw,.ldg

Darcy (superficial) velocities of water and gas
saturations of water and gas
mass source/sink for water and gas
amount of gas dissolved in water (gas-water ratio in dissolved
phase)

ef,

porosity

t

time.

The underline represents a vector quantity.
first term is the convection term,

In the water equation; the

the second term represents sources and

sinks; the right hand side of the equation represents the accumulation term
where porosity,
equation,
term.

The

the

density and saturation may change with time.
first

tenn

first part is

(within

the

convection of dissolved gas

second part is convection of free gas.

H00090R035
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is

the

In the gas
convection

in water,

and the

The second term in the gas equation

represents

sources and sinks of free

gas.

sources and sinks of gas dissolved in water.
accumulation term.

The

third term represents

The right hand side is the

The first part is the accumulation of dissolved gas and

the second part is the accumulation of free gas.
is a function of water-phase pressure.

The solution gas ratio Rs

Free gas can exist only if water is

fully saturated with dissolved gas at the given pressure.

In porous media,

inertial effects can usually be ignored so that the

momentum equation for two-phase flow are given by extension of Darcy's law:

- ~ krw
!!w

V(pw - Pwgh)

(Water)

(3)

V(pg - Pggh)

(Gas)

(4)

µw

and

- ~ krg
!!g

µg

where

k

bulk intrinsic permeability tensor for an anisotropic medium,

pressures of water and gas phases,

relative permeabilities for water and gas; functions of
saturation,

dynamic viscosities of water and gas,

h

depth below datum elevation

g

gravitational constant.

H00090R035
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Equations

(3)

and

(4)

are

substituted into

Equations

(1)

and

(2),

respectively, to obtain:

a

V •

(5)

at

(6)

The

equations

and

(5)

(6)

are

solved

simultaneously

using

the

equations

for

relationships described in the following subsection.

2.1.l

Coupling of Flow Equations

Equations

( 5)

and

( 6)

are

the

describing flow of water and gas.
Pw,

Pg,

sw,

sg

and R5

•

The

partial

differential

The unknowns in these two equations are

coupling

is

achieved wi th

the

following

algebraic equations:

(7)

Pg - Pw

1.0

(8)

f (pw)
The capillary pressure Pc

(9)

is defined as

we tting and the wetting phase pressures.

the difference between the nonSolubility of gas

assurned tobe a function of water pressure only.

H00090R035
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in water

is

The non-linear coefficients for relative permeability (krw and krg) and
capillary pressure

(Pc)

are evaluated as unique functions

of saturations

(sw and sg).

2.2

FINITE DIFFERENCE APPROXIMATIONS
The finite difference solution of the system of partial differential

equations is achieved by:

discretization of spatial domain of interest into grid blocks and,
if transient, the time domain into time increments,

application of boundary conditions,

establishment of initial conditions (if transient solution),

•

development

of finite

difference

approximations

within each

grid

block over time, and

matrix solution of finite difference equations.

The

equivalent

obtaining a

balance

difference
for

gas

equations

are

conceptually

and water over each finite

derived

difference

by

grid

block.

Substituting

Equations

eliminate Pw and sw,

(7)

and

(8)

in

Equations

(5)

and

(6)

to

and writing the finite difference approximations of

the resulting equations, we obtain the following:

(10)

H00090R035
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(11)

In the above equations:

Qw,Qg - block volwnetric recharge/withdrawal rate for water and gas
phases,

block edge transmissibilities for water and gas phases,

Tw,Tg

spatial difference operator defined for a variable~ as
6i+l/2~ = ~i - ~i+l
temporal difference operator defined for a variable~ as
5~ = ~n+l _ ~n

6t

time step size

and the block bulk volume, Vb is defined as:

6x6y6z for Cartesian geometry,

(12)

or

4

-~6r3 for spherical geometry,
3

where 6X, 6y, 6Z are the dimensions of the block and 6r is the radius.

Note that all terrns above should be subscripted i,j,k to represent the
coordinate

H00090R035
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in three-dimensional

space

(e. g.,

Vb

Vb;i,j ,k;

=

<P

=

<Pi,j ,k;

Pw

Pw;i,j ,k;

=

fix

=

fixi,j ,k;

etc.).

An

exarnple of the spatial difference operator ti is given by:

n+l

n+l
fi [T ti(p
w

)]

fix (T

n+l
fi (p

w

WX X

W

n+l
n+l
)]
)] + fi [T
fi (p
y wy y w
(13)

+ fi

n+l

z

[T

n+l
ti (p
)]
wz z w

with its first term defined by:

ti [T
X

ti (p ) ]
wx X w i,j,k

(p

T

w;i-1/2,j,k

- p

w;i-1,j,k

)

w;i,j,k

(14)
w;i,j,k

w;i+l/2,j,k
The

finite

difference

- p

(p

- T

)
w;i+l,j,k

transmiss ibili ty parameter T is defined as,

for

example:

T

w; i+l/2 ,j, k

fiyfiz)
[ fix i+l/2,j ,k

(15)

where kxx represents the x-direction component of the permeability tensor.
The values of these variables in blocks i,j,k and i+l,j,k are weighted.
harmonic average value is used for the permeability,

A

whereas a backward

difference approximation in space is u.sed for relative permeabilities.

The model is designed tobe fully implicit, which means that all the
quantities

are

expressed at

the

new time

level.

This

is

done

by

linearizing the non-linear parts of the partial differential equations by
using an iterative Newton-Raphson scheme to predict the capillary pressures
and relative permeabilities at the new time level.
H00090R035
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2.3

FLUID AND ROCK PROPERTIES

is

The model assumes that the liquid phase may contain dissolved gas.

lt

also

in

assumed

that

fluids

are

at

constant

temperature

and

thermodynamic equilibrium.

Fluid densities

at

the

subsurface system conditions

densities at reference conditions.

are

related to

The accumulation terms for the water

and gas flow equations may be written as follows:

Water -

(16)

Gas -

3(~pwswRs + ~PgSg)

at
at

Sg~

Rock

and water

conditions.

~

at

(17)

+ Pg~

compressibilities

This corresponds

can be

assumed constant

under

most

to linear variation of porosity and water

density.

The rock and water compressibilities can be defined as follows:

a~
~o ap
1

H00090R035
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and

1

Cw

ßpw

(19)

,.,Ao ap
w

And using

a4i
at

a4i
ap

. atap

We have

(20)

and

a(efipwswRs + efipgsg)
at

The density of gas need not be a linear function of pressure.

Fluid viscosity is assumed tobe a function of pressure only.

H00090R035
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2.4

MODEL ASSUMPTIONS
This two-phase flow code for environmental applications is based on the

following assumptions:

There are two immiscible fluid phases,

•

The two fluid phases represent water and air, or water and another
gas, or water and any immiscible liquid, such as an organic solvent,

•

There may be one solid phase with primary porosity (porous medium)
or with a dual porosity,

prirnary and secondary

(fractures

and

rnatrix) porosities.

At least one fluid phase is present in each portion of the dornain,

The density and viscosity of the

fluids

are functions

of fluid

pressure only,

Darcy's law applies,

The intrinsic permeability tensor principal axes are oriented along
the (Cartesian) coordinate system,

Hysterisis of the

relative perrneability and capillary pressure

curves may be included,

Water is only slightly compressible with a constant cornpressibility
coefficient, cw,

Gas (air) is compressible with a pressure-dependent cornpressibility
coefficient cg(Pg); only one phase can be considered a gas; the gas
phase can also be used to represent a second immiscible liquid,
H00090R035
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The soil matrix is slightly compressible,

The soil properties can be completely heterogeneous with respect to
the

spatial

distribution

capillary pressure curves.

H00090R035

of

permeabilities,

porosities,

and

3.0

TECHNICAL APPROACH
This section provides an overview of the general ECLIPSE 100 features.

H00090R035
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ECLI l'SC t-'l-:J\'l·U1,L:,

ECL[PSElOO Features

Gt-:NERAL
ECLIPSElOO is a ful ly-impli.cit, thrce pha!:le, thrce dimensional, general purpo!:le
black oil simulator with gas condensate options. The program is written in
FOR'l'RAN77 and operates on any computer with virtual atorage and an ANSI standard
POR'l'RAN77 Compiler.
Suitable Computers include ffP9000, V2UH1/780, MVBOOO, CRAY,
IBM.3081 etc ..
Ancillary programs included in the ECLIPSElOO package are;
GRAF
a device independent graphics post-proccssor,
PSEUOO a three dimensional pseudo function generator,
FH,L
a corner-point geometry pre-proccssor,
VJ:'P
a well bore hydrau] ica pre-procesaor, and
EDIT
a scrcen editor specially designed for ECLIPSE data preparatj_on.

FREE PORMAT INPCfr
Input data for ECLIPSE is prepared in free for.:mat using a keyword system.
Any standard scrcen editor may be used to prepare the input file.
Alternatively
a special ECLIPSE scrcen editor called EDIT may be used.
EDIT checks data as
it is input and its 'help' facility contai.ns the entire ECT,IPSE reference
ID<U1ual.

PHASE OPT WNS
ECLIPSElOO can be used to simulate l, 2 or 3 phase systerns. Two pha.!3e options
( oil/water, oil/gas, gas/water ) are solved correctly as two component systems,
savLng both computer storage and computer time.
In addition to gas dissolving
in oil ( variable bubble poi.nt pressure or gas/oil ratio ), ECLIPSE may also be
used to model oil vapourising in gas ( variable dew point pressure or oil/gas
ratio ).

GEOME:'l'RY OP'l'IONS
Both corner-point and conventional block-centre geometry options are available
in ECLIPSE. Radl.eil and cartesian block-centre opt ions are available 1 n l, 2
or 3 dimensions.
A 3D radfal option completes the 'circle allowing flow to
take place across the 0/360 degrce interface. (keywor~ COORDSYS)
The ECLIP:SE corner-po1nt geometry opt.ion is unique and al lows €xt.rern<:>ly complP-x
geom0tr1es to be constructe<l to give a faithful reprc!:lentation of th•~ rc:Jervou:geology. A speci,ü progrillt\ ca] led FILL is u!Jed to prerxire corner-p<)1nt dat;:i for
ECLft':SE.
The Eclip::ie Graph1cs Package may be u!Jed to d1splay the gnd 1n a

!-.::CLf PSE Noveml:.>er 87
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ECL [PSE FJ-:J\'lURES

variety of ways.
Fot example, 1-11 a large 30 study, the u3er may request a
Transparent are:11
nwnb<cr of xz cro:::w-Gect 1on3 to be d 1.sp layed s 1-mu l ta.neou11 ly.
ovetlays of the gr1d .ire u3eful for preciGe check1ng aga1nst geolog1cal mc1ps.
corner-poi nt geom0.t.ry 1E cspecial ly useful for highly faulted reservo1 rs. The
grid may be d1storted areally to fit a1ong fault 11.nes and displaced vertically
to model complex scissor faults.
Even sloping faults may be specif1ed easily
and preci.Bely using the FH,L system. The resulting non-neighbour grid
transmissibLlities are computed automatically by ECLIPSE.
Flow across
displacement faults is handled efficiency by the ECLIPSE solution procedurcs.
other uses of corner-geometry include stream tube modelling and local grid
refinement.

FUT,LY IMPLIC[T TECHNOLOGY

ECLfPSE uses the ful ly-impli.cit method to provide stabj J ity over long time
steps. Care is taken to ensure that the non-linear fully-implicit equations
are solved precisely by reducing all residuals to very fine toleranccs.
Material balance errors ( residual SlllTIS ) are extrem<üy smai 1. Newton's
method is used to solve the non-linear equations. The Jacobian matrix is
fully expanded in all variables to ensure quadratic ( fast ) convergence.
Various special methods are used to accelerate convergence in highly
non-linear proble:rns. The linear equations arising at each Newton iteration
are solved simultaneously by Ncsted Factorization accelerated by Orlhomin.
Traditiona1 ly, ful ly-implicit techniques are reserved for smal.l coning studics,
where many cell pore volumes of fluid may pa.ss through small cells near the well
bore during a single tirnestep.
IMPES and semi-implicit techniques cannot be
used on such problems unless the tirnesteps are reduced to impractically small
values. When the fully-i.mplicit method is used the resultant linear equat.ions
are strongly coupled and can only be solved efficient.ly by simultaneous methods
and not by simple sequential methods. Small problems of this type can be solved
efficiently by direct methods such as D4 Gaussian elimination.
Iter.ative
methods, required for large problems, such as SIP and T.SOR, typically fail to
converge. Thus most simulators cannot apply fully impl1.cit methods to large
problems.
In ECLIP0E, these restrictions are removed by Nested Factorisation
which solves large problems eff1.cient.ly and reliably.

IMPES
Although the Ful ly Impl1.cit method is the standard solution procedure used
by ECLIPSE 1.t somet.11nes advanlageous to use the IMPES ( IMpllc1t Pr:essure
ExpJ1c1-t Saturat.1.on ) method, and th1s opt1.on is ava1lable 1.n ECLfP,,E.
IMPES 1.s polenlially unstable and should only be used on stud1cs w1th
regular grid syst.erns ( no srn;,11 cel 1s ) and srna11 timc>steps such as 1n h1si ory

ECLIPSE November 87
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malch1ng.

In ECLIPSE 1-t 1-s poss1ble to u3e t.he IMPES and Ful ly Impl1<:1-t

melhods al d1(f..en)nl l1mes u1 the s,1.rne r.un.

NESTED

FA<..'TORISl\'l'ION

The linear equations ar1-.su1g at each Newton iterat.ion are solved using
Ncsted Factorisatj_on accelerated by Orthomin. This is the fastest iterative
technique yet devised for the solution of large sets of sparse linear equations.
The technique conserves material precisely at ea.ch iteration. Materialbalance
errors can therefore arioe only a.s a result of non-linea.ritics. Off band
matrix elements arising from non-neighbour connections a.re included in the
factorisation procedure and are therefore handled with extreme efficiency.
eomputing costs increane only ma.rginally faster than the number of active cells
in the reservoir ( N**S/4) in contrast with direct methods ( N**3 ). Ncsted
Factorisation is therefore pa.rticular.ly well suited to the solution of large
problerns. Tw'o a.nd thrce phase problems are solved si.multaneously.
Furt.her
details of the method may be found in the appendix on the Solution of the
Linear Equations.
At each iteratton, a new 'scarch direction • ( approximate solution ) is computed
The Orthomin procedure, which minimioes the sum of thc
squares of the residuals ( errors ), requi.rcs each new search dj_rection to be
orthogonalised to the previous search directions. Thus previous search
directions must be stored, using up valuable computing memory.
FortunatP.ly it
is usually sufficient to store only the last fcw search direct ions. The numbcr
of search directions is called NSTACK and this may be set by the user in the
RUNSPEC data section.
The default value of NSTACK is 10. A memory management
option is available for problems requiring a la.rge stack on computers with
limited memory. This is activated by setting NSTACK.:, o. The stack, which is
unlimited in length, is then stored on disk and read back by the solver as
required. The mcmory management option saves memory at the expense of increa.sed
clock time due to relatively slow disk to memory data transfer rates.
A compromise between the two extremes of holding the stack entirely in ~mory
or entirely on disk is activated by setting NSTACK negative.
For example, if
NSTACK is set to -9 then the first 8 search directions are held in memory and
the remainder are stored on disk.
Because ECLrPSE computes the mf;mory required
at the start of each run, the user can experiment to find the best value ot:
NSTACK for his particular problem.
by Nested Factor.isation.

The solver is highly vectorised due to the use of active cP.ll addressing.
For
ex;i_rnple, all the Orthomin calculations on the sta.ck are completely vectorised.
Matrix multipll.cations are vectorised using the vectcr run technique.
However,
the tridLagonal 1.nvers1-on at the heart of Nested Factorisation, 1-s 1nhercnlly
recursive and cannot be vectori3ed.

ECLfPSE Novem~i::
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NON--Nt::IGHOOUR CONNECrIONS

rn convent.ion;il gr1.d syst.ems ench ce1 l ha.s only one ne1.ghbour1.ng cel l 1.n erJ..ch
d1rection ( two in each dunension ). Thus in 20 grids, ench cell can have up
to four neighbours andin 30 grids each cell ca.n have up to six neighbours.
Flow only takes place between neighbour1.ng cells.

In ECLIPSE, i t is possible to connect selected pairs of non-neighbouring cells,
allowing fluid to flow directly from one cell of the pai.r to the oth~r. Typical
applications of non-neighbour Connections are:1. COmpleting the circle in 30 radial studies
2. Displacement faults allowing flow betwcen different layers across the
fault.
3. r,,ocal gr.id refinement allowing fine definition near wells, including the
ability to include coning grids within a cartesian system.
If FILL is used to generate the gr.id then the non-neighbour transmissibilit.ies
ar.ising in the first two applications above are computed automatical.ly by
ECT,IPSE. Local grid refinement can be performed using a general non-neighbour
connecti.on facility.
Examples of how to construct locally refined grids are
provided later in the manual.
Non-neighbour connections give rise to off-band elements in the Jacobian matrix
and these are included in the Nested Factorisation procedure used to solve the
linear equations.

RUN-TIME DIMENSIONING
All of the internal arrays in ECT,IPSE are dimension<?d at run time to minimise
the use of computer memory. For example, each element of the Jacobian is a 2---2
matrix in 2 phase runs and a 3._-3 matrix in three phase runs.
A two dimensional
problem gives rise to a Jacobian matr.ix with s bands, while a 3 dimensional
problem gives rise to a Jacobian matrix with 7 bands. Clearly it would be
inefficient to dimension the internal arrays to cover the warst possible case.
Most of the data required for ECLIPSE to compute the stze of its inter.nal or.rays
is provided in the RUNSPEC data section. Some additional informati.on ( relati.ng
to automatically generated non-neighbour connections, inactive cells, vertical
equilibrium options etc. ) is deduced frorn data provided in the GR[D sect.i.on.
Space is saved by not storing unneccessary data for inactive cells. The total
memory requir<?d for e~ch run is pr.inted out before the simulation begins.

VERTICAL EQUILIBRIUM
ECLIPSE cont.ains a unique Vertic;il Equ1.l1brll.un option for modelling segregated

flow in t.hree dunens1ons.
The option may be u3ed w1.t.h e1.ther block-cenlre
or corn0:r-po1 nl geomet ry.
Wi th cor:-ner-p<nnl geornet.ry, 1.l t.akes accounl of
lhe shape and oci.ent.at.1.on of each dist.orted gi:-id block.
A mi:inng par;,rnet.er·

ECLIPSE NovembQi:- 87
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enables the user to specify lhe degr-ce o[ (lu1-d segregat.1on. At. one exi.reme,
total fluid segr-egalion is assum0.d, wtnle al lhe olher exlr-cme lhe flu1-ds are
assum0.d to be totaJ ly dispecJcd thr-oughout oach grid bloc;k. The VE faci l 1-ty
takes account of hyster-esis e(fects aris1-ng, for exilmple, when oil invades
the water r-one and retreats, leaving a residual critical oil saturalion.

DUAL PORDSITY
The ECLfP8E dual porosity/permeability option is suitable for simulating
highly fractured reservoirs. Each grid block is reprosented by a matrix
cell and a fracture cel 1. In the dual porosity opb.on, flow through the
rcservoir takcs place via the fracture cells only. Flow also takes place
between each matt:i-x cell and its cori:-csponding fracture cel l. Flow does
not take place betwcen neighbouring matr.ix cells. In the dual porosity/
per.meability option flow may also take place betwcen neighbouring matrix
cel ls. Gravity i.mbibition/drainage betwcen matrix and fracture cGl.ls is
accounted for.

PVT Nm ROCK DATA

ECLIPSE honours pressure and saturation function data precisely as it is
specified by the user. It does not follow the practice, common in the
industry, of smoothing the data by interpolating to a fixed number of
equally spaced saturation intervals.
Different table numbers can be used for different parts of the reservoir.
Thus, for exarnple, separate saturation tables can be entered for each type of
rock.

DIRECTIONAL REIATlVE PERMEAf3ILITIES
Relative peuneability curves may be specified separately for flow in the
horizontal and vertical directions. The user has the option of specifying
3 (X,Y,Z) or 6 (+X,-X,+Y,-Y,+Z,-Z) relative penneability curves for each
saturation function region, rather than the usual single curve. This
additional degrce of freedom enablcs the engincer to improve the physics of
a simulation study in a relatively simple manner. For ex.'imf)le, most reservoir
ce1ls have small vertical dimensions and large arcal dimensions, and horizontal
flow wi 11 be more realistica1 ly modelled if the horizontal relative penneabi l1.ty
is small below the Bucl<.ley-Leverett saturation. Direct..i.on.;ü relative
i:x=rmeabi11-tics are also required for the ECLfPSE ps<:udo option which ma.y be
used on a thrce d1-tr\<?ns1onal coarse gr.id.

ECLIPSE
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Sl\.TURA'l'lON Tl\.!3LE SCALING

The connale, crilic~l ~nd max1mum salurat1on endpoints of lhe relative
penneabjl1ty and capillary pressure curves may be input separalely for each
grid cel 1 within the re3ervoir or, alter.natively, as a series of dept.h tables
for regions within the gr-id. The scali.ng opt.i.on allows the U3er to specify
relative per.meabi l ity and capi.llary pressure data which are funct ions of a
norma.lised saturation. In addition, it allows the modelling of reservoirs
where depth vari.ations occur in the initial cri.tical or connate fluid
saturations. The user ma.y speci.fy that the saturation table scaling is tobe
isotropi.c, di.stinguish betwc-en coordtnate lines (X,Y,Z) or distinguish
between coordjnate directi.ons (+X,-X,+Y,-Y,+Z,-Z).
The saturation table scaling facility may be used to equilibrate a reservoir
model with the correct initi.al quantities of roobi.le fluid-in-place by means
of a special correcti.on applied at the fluid contacts.

ROCK COMPACTION

The Rock Compact i.on opt i.on trode 1s the eo llapse of pore channe ls as the fluid
pressure decreases. The process may be reversible or not as required. The
facility is parlicularly useful in dual porosity runs.

TRACER TRACKING

The tracer tracking option is a general facility to determine the movcment
of 'ma.rked' fluid elements during a si.mulation run. rt may be used, for
example, to differentiate the movernent of water injected by different wells
and initial aquifer water, or to predict the variation in salinity or
concBntrations of other chemical SI,X?cies.
Tracers may also be defined to exist in a hydroca.rbon ph3.!3e, and used to
model the exchange of the fluid elernents between the frce and solution states
whencver mass transfer takes place in the associated hydrocarbon phase. •The
tracer option is therefore useful in predicting the movement of the initial
frce and/or Solution gas. Initial sulphur content rnay be defined as a
function of depth and tracked with the movement of oil.
An option to control the effects of numerical diffusion on tracer interfaces
is available.

API TRACKING

Unlü:.e the 'passive· tracer track.1ng opt.1ons descrj.bed above, API tracl-;Lng 1s
'<1ct1ve·.
rt. tak.es full account. o[ t.he r:uxing of oils with total ly <hff<:rcnt
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pvr properl1cs.
Th1s conlrasts with the convcntioncil practice of assuming
thal the 01-l ma.g1-cally assumes the for::mal1on volume fa.ctor, viocosity,
dcnsily .1.nd buhhle point of the cell inlo wrnch il flows.
Ini.lvll API m.::ty be
defined as a function of depth in each equ1-l1bral1-on regton or independently
for each cell. A 4th equation is solved al each limestep to update APis.

HYSTERESIS
Both relative per.meabiJity and capillary pressure hystercsis effects can be
modelled. There is a choice of two models for relative permeabiJity
hysteresis in the non-wetting phase: carlson•s model and Killough's model.
There is also an option of using Killough's wetting phase hysteresis model
in two-phase runs.

INDIVIDUAL WELL CONTROts
ECLIPSE has a comprehensive set of options for controlling individual weJls.
Producers can operate at a specified value of the oil rate, water rate, liquid
rate, gas rate, reservoir fluid voidage rate, bottom hole pressure and tubing
head pressure. The engineer supplies a target value for one of thcse
quantities, aI,1d limiting values for any of the remaining quantities. The well
will operate at its specified target as lang as none of the limits are violated.
If a limit is going tobe violated, the well will automatic;illy change its mode
of contr.ol to keep operating within its allowed limits.
Efficiency factors
can be applied to take account of regular downtime. The flow rates and
pressures will be calculated for the well under normal flowing conditions,
but the cumulative flows will be reduced according to the efficiency factor.
Injection wells have a similar set of controls. Target or limiting values
can be supplied for the injection rate at surface conditions, the injection rate
at reservoir conditions, the bottom hole pressure and the tubing head pressure.
Production wells can also be subject to an addition;il class of 'economic'
constraints. A producer will automatically be shut-in if its oil or gas
production rate fa] 1s below an economic limit.
If its water cut, ga.s-oi l rat. io
or water--gas ratio exceeds the specified upper limit, the well' s worst-offenchng
completion will be closed, or the we)l itself will be shut-in. Water cut,
gas-oil ratio and water--gas ratio limits can also be applied to individual
connect1ons, which will be closed if their li.rnits are violated.
In add1-t1on
there is an option to limit the water cut, gas---011 ratio or water-gas ratio
from a we11 by successively reducing its production rate each time the 11mit
is vi_olated. Wel 1s subject to a minimum tubing head pressure llmit can have
theLr product1.vity 1x>osted by automatica1ly switching on artif1.c1.al 11ft when
their oil or liquid flow rates fall below a specif1.ed lJrntt, subJect to
constra1nts on the gr:oup or field cap;icity for art1.f1cFi.l 11ft.
Ind1v1dual
we11s can be 'flaggc-d' to rnake the simulation run slop 1f lhey au:- shu1-1n
for .=iny rea.son.
'The run can also be made to stop 1. f a l 1 lhe prcx:lw.:::<: r :; 1 n thc
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f1P.ld, or 1.n one or more nonnnaled groups, an:: ohul-1n.
Wells t.hal are shulin can be testcd per1od1cally to sce if lhcy can flow oconomically ~gain.

GROUP AND F [f:T .0 PROOUCr [ON CONTROLS

The simulator contains facil1.ties to control the collective behaviour of
groups of we]ls, or the field as a whole. The overall ptoduction rate of oil,
water, gas or liquid from one or more groups can be made to rncet a specjfied
target. The target rate is a.pportioncd betwcen the various producers in
proporlion to either their production potentials or specifiad •guide ratcs•,
but ensur.ing that no well violates its individual flow rate or pressure
limi.ts. When the group no longer has enough potential to rneet its production
target, the production rate will decline.
Bowever, the simulator can
postpone the decline by automatically opening new wells fr<:>m a driiling queue
whencver extra potential is requircd, subject to constraints on the drilling
rate and the maximum nu,mber of open wells allowed in each group.
Upper limits can also be a.pplied to groups' production rates of oil, water, gas
and liquid. There is a choice of actions that will be taken whenever one of
these limits is violated, ranging from a work-over of the worst-offending well
to the a.pplication of group control to hold the group's production rate at the
limiting value.
In addition, a set of 'economic constraints• equivalent to
those descri.bed above for individual wells can be a.pplied to the over.all
production behaviour of groups.
The same set of controls and limits can also be applied to the overall field
production. A target production rate for the field can either be apporlioned

between the groups in proporlion to specified group guide rates, or
apporlioned directly between the wells in pr:oporlion to their production
potentials or guide rates. The field producti.on rate can be controlled
simultaneously with the production from one or more of its constituent groups.
The identity of the controlled phase (oil, water, gas or liquid) need not be the
same in each case. Por example, the field can produce oil at a require<l rate
while one of the groups is producing at its maximum gas handling capaci.ty. Thus
the field will produce at its target rate while each group honours its own set
of constraints, a.nd while ca.eh well honours its individual pressure a.nd rate
constraints.

MULTI-LEVEL GROUPING HIERARCHY
Groups ca.n be arrangcd into a multi-level tree structu~e of any required
depth, by declar.ing some groups tobe 'sons· of higher level groups.
All
group controls and limits can be a.pplLed at a.ny level (Lncluding the field,
which can be regarded as a group at level zero at the top of the tree}.
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GR0UP

INJECl'lON C-ON'J'RO!..S

Groups, and the f1~ld, can be given targets and limito to control the1r
injection ratcs. Thc engineer can set target or limitLng values for any of
the following quantitics:
( 1)

surface injection rate of a particular pha.se

(2} total reservoir volume injection rate of all phases

{3) re-injection fraction of a particular pha.se
( 4} tot;il voidage replacement fraction by all injected phanes.
Thus for example a group can be made to re-inject a set proportion of its
produced gas, and to inject water to make up an overall reservoir volume
injection target or voidage replacernent fraction.
A group injection target is apportioned betwcen the wells in proportion to
either their injection potentials or specified guide rates, subject to the
wells' individual flow and pressure lind.ts. A target for a high level group
( or the field) can optionally be apportioned .=nnong its subördinate groups in
proportion to their group guide rates, which can be set directly or
calculated to equal their production voidage rates or voidage replacement
needs. If a group (or the field) has insufficient injection potential to
rneet its target, th€ drilling queue will be scanned for a suitable injector
to open.

SALES GAS PRODUCTION CONTROL
The sales ga.s production rate from any group or the whole field can be
controlled to mcet a specified target. The sales gas product.ion rate of
a group or the field is defined as its total gas production rate, minus its
total ga.s injection rate, minus the gas consurnption rate of the group
and any subördinate groups.
(The gr:-o-up gas consumption rates can be set
individually.)
The sales gas production rate is controlled by re-injecting the surplus
gas not required for sale. Sales gas control can be applied independently
of any other production controls on the group or field, provided that there
is enough injection capacity to inject the surplus gas. The group or field
is automatica11y placed under gas re-injection control, and its target
re-injection fraction is determined dynamically at each time step to inject
the surplus gas.

CROSSttJ)W AND CO-KINGLING IN WELLS

When a well is completed in more than o~ grid block, the flow ra~c from
e<1.ch grid block 1s proportional to the product of thrce quantit1cs:
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( l) lhe t.ransm1ss1b1l1.ly lx:lween lhe gr.id block and lhe well bor-e
( 2) the mobil 1-ty of lhe phaue in lhe gr.id block al the perforilt 1.onu
(3) the pressure drawdown between the grid block and the well bore.
ECLIPSE takes full account o( all thrce quantities when apportioning a well's
target flow rate lx:t~n its vat'ious grid block connections. This is especially
irnportant in cases where a well is cornpleted in two or more layers of a
reservoi.r with poor vertical communication, where the drawdown at each layer
can be substantially different.

In certain situations the drawdown in one layer may have the opposite sign
to the drawdown in the other completed layers. The simulator will then allow
crossflow to take place betwcen the rcservoir layers through the well bore.
A
material balance constraint is observed within the well bore at formation lcvel,
so that the mixture of phascs flowing out of the well bore corresponds to the
average phane mixture entering the well bore. ECLIPSE can handle crossflow
in any type of well operating under any mode of control, i.ncluding the case
when the well is plugged off above the formation while the completions
remain open to the reservoir. The crossflow facility can be turned off if
the engincer does not wi.sh this to occur.

HIGHLY DEVIATED

AM)

HORIZONTAL WF.LLS

There is no restriction on the location of the completions within each wel l.
A highly deviated well can be completed in a number of grid block.s that do not
all belong to the same vectical column.
In fact a well can be complcted in
several grid block.s within the sarne layer, enabling the simulator to model
we1 ls completed in hor.ü;ontally-adjacent gr.id bloclcs. This feature is al..so
useful in 3-0 radial coning studies where the well connects with all the
innermost, wedge--shaped, blocks in any given layer.

SPECIAL FACILITIES FOR GAS WF.LLS
ECLIPSE has two facilities for improving the accuracy of moqelling gas
inflow.
Pirstly, the non-Darcy component of the pressure drawdown resulting
from tut:bulence near the well bore is modelled by a flow~ependent contribution
to the skin fact.or. The simulator calculates the turbulence sk.in factor and
the gil.S inflow rate in each completion by a method which ensures that they are
fully consistent with each othP.r. The calculation is perfonned fully
implicitly, to m,,inti'iin stability over long time steps. Thc3e pre-caut.ions are
especially important when the pressure drop due to turbulence is a significanl
proportion of the total drawdown.
'fhe second facility is the option to use either the Russell Goodr1ch equat.ion
or the gas p:3eudo-pressure equation in place o( the convenlional 1nflow
p0rfoCTnc1n~ relat1.onship for free gas flow.
Both equat.1ons make allowa.nce
for t.he v,H:1at.1on in the v1-sco!'l1.t.y a_nd the densit.y of lhe gas over t.he
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l_)l:J~S!lllt"C drop b c l ~ n lhe gr:1d block and t.he W<~ll boi:-e.
Fot lhe Ru:J'.Jel 1
G-oo<ln.ch equation, thcGe quant1.t1.es are dct.ernnned at the average pre33ure
belween the grid block and the well bore, inslead of at the pressure of lhc
grid block.
For the p3cudo-pressure equal1on, the:::ie quantities are replaced
by an average value integrated between the gr.id block and well bore pressurcs.

FINE GRID EQUILIBRATION
'I'he initial pressures and saturations in the reservoir grid blocks can be
calculated by the •equili.bration• facility.
Each phase in the reservoir is
given a hydrostatic pressure gradient, dependent on its local density. 'I'he
saturations are determined from the local pressure differenccs between the
phases, using the capillary pressure tables.
A cornmon practice is toset the fluid saturations within each grid block
equal to the local saturations at the centre of the block.
However, this
procedure can produce significant errors in the Fluids-in-Place est~tion
when a large grid block contains a fluid contact or part of a transition zone.
ECLIPSE has an option to improve the accuracy of the Fluids-in-Place calculation
in this situation. The fluid saturations are determined at a nt.Unl:>er of levels
within the block, and these are averag-ed to obtain the overal.l flui.d saturat.ions
within the block. The method can also take account of the shape of sloping
grid blocks, by weighting the fluid saturations at each level within the block
with the area of the horizontal cross-section of the block at that level.

AQUI!:'ERS

Aquifers may be represented by a choice of two analytic models and a numerical
model. The analytic models are the Fetkovich aquifer and the carter-Tracy
aquifer. The nurnerical model consists of a sequence of aquifer ce1.ls connected
tog€ther in one dimension. The innermost cell of the numerical aquifer
sequence may be connected to any number of reservoir cel ls. The depth,
di.mensions, porosity, permeability etc. of each aquifer cell ma.y be specified
separately, giving the user complete flexibility in defining each aquifer.

ANCILLARY PROGRAMS
Ancil lary programs included as part of the ECLIPSE system are descri.l::x?d bclow.
FILL generates unconventional gr.id systems ba.sed on cor.ner point g-eometry.

Grids may be distorted to fit along fault lines.
Sloping displacen~nl
faults, complex scissor faults, dlstocted wedge shaped grids etc. rn.ay be
generated easily using FTT,L.
A-s 1ts na..me impl1.es, FILL is spec1ally
designed to interpolate sparse data which may only be known al a few
po1nls on the gri..d.
Kissi ng values are · fi l led • 1.n to genera.te complelc
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gr.1-d <l,1.la f1 lcs for- ECLfPSE.
For- cxample, rock properl..1-Cß GUCh as
por-o:iity n0ed only bQ npec1-f1-ed al a few poinls in e.-~ch gri._d lay~r ;.rnd
Fff.L w1.l l provlde thc resl.
VF'P

calculales prcssurc dtups in wel ls and pipelines, and generatcs
verl..ical fl<:fw perforrna.ncc lablcs. Thc:Je <1re multi--<limensional tahlcs
relating a well's bottom hole pressure to the flow rate, tubing head
pressure, water fraction and gas fracti..on.
The tables must be supplied
as input data to ECLIPSE when the simulation i.nvolvcs tubing head
prcssure constrai nts.
ECT,IPSE perform.s calculations involving tubing
head pressure by interpolating thc:Je tablcs. This tnethod is rnore
efficient than performing the actual pressure drop calculations within
ECLIPSE, which would have tobe done iteratively several ti.mcs each
t.i.me step.
The table look-up procedure also makes it easier to perfonn
the tubing head pressure calculations fully implicitly in all variables.
VFP performs a pressure traverse calculation for specified combinations
of flowing conditions, using a choice of standa.rd multi-pha.se flow
correlations. The calculations can include the effects of gas litt,
a down-hole pump, a gas compressor, and a surface choke.
There is a choice of four multi-phase flow correlations:
( l) Azi.z, Govier and Fogarasi..,
( 2} OrkiszQWS1<i.,
(3) Hagedorn and Brown,
( 4} Beggs and Brill.
Different correlations may be used for different sections of tubing,
enabling VPP to handle horizontal and undulating pipelines a.s we11 as
v-ertical well bores and risers.

EDIT provides an interactive full sct?een editor specially designed to
simplify the constructi..on of ECT,IPSE input data files.
At the top level
EOIT shows an overview of the input fi.le, disp1.aying keywords but not
their attend,rnt data.
It is then possible to ~oom into a selected
keyword, and EOIT will display the appropriate data form.
For eXilmple,
the data form for keyword SWYN ( Water Saturation Functions } consists
of a number of tables each containing three colurnns ( water saturation,
relative penneability of water, wat.er-oil capillary pressure ). The
different tables apply to different reservoir regions or, if the
directional relative penneability option is used, to different flow
directions. As data is entered into the tables, EOIT performs simple
data checks and warns the user of errors.
A help line, at the top of
the scr~n, contains useful infor.ma.tion about each data item. Online
access to the ECLIPSE manual may be obtained by enter.ing a HF.LP comm.a.nd
d1splaye-d at the top or bottom of the scrcen, where severa.l ot.h0.r ·m0nu'
options are also displaye-d.
rf the HF:LP key is pres:Jed wtale c.-·d1t1.ng
lhe SWFN keyword, the appropriate page of the rnanuai descrih1ng SWr'N
in displayed on the screen.
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GRAF provtdcs an ezuiy lo use, menu di:-1-ven gi:-aphtc!3 Cd[M.[)."1b1ltly.
Typtcal uses
of GRAF .1 re:
1. Line graphtcs sh<Wtng, fot example, t1eld pressui:-e aga1nsl tune.
2. Gr;_d gt"aph 1cs sh<W1ng lhe rc3ervoi r gr1d 1 nclud 1.ng faults.
3. Dynamic graphics showing animated colour time displays of saturat1ons

or pressures etc.
Line graphics are generated from 'SUMMARY' f1les created by ECLfPSE at
each reporl ti.me. Each sununary fj le contains data rel.ating to fiel.d,
group, well, connection, region and cell quantities recorded at
inteanediate timesteps. Thus the summary files ( l.ike the restart files )
may be used to monitor runs in progress.
Grid graphics are generated
sta.rt of a simulation run.
corners of each ce ll in the
package to display the grid

frorn a 'GR[0' file created by ECLIPSE at the
Gr.id fil.es contain the locations of the
reservoir and may be used by the graphics
in a variety of ways.

Dynamic graphics are generated from 'RESTARr' files created by ECLIPSE
at prescribed ti.mes. Restart files contain detail.ed information such
~ saturations and pressures for each gr.id ce11.
Their main purpose is
to enable ECLIPSE tobe restarled at the prescribeä times. However, they
may also be used in conjunction with the gr.id file to generate colour
displays of saturations and pressures. The graphics package enables
the user to step forwards or backwards through colour sequences
creating animated displays of water floods, gas coning events etc.

is the Eclipse Pßeudo Package for generating coaroe gr.id pseudo
functions for l°""-cost sensitivity studies. PSEUOO uses Eclipse restarl
files, generated during a fine gr.id simulation, to generate pseudos for a
coarse gr.id modP.l. The fine grid model may be a cross-section with many
layers or a large 3D model. The coarse gr.id model may be a 10, 20 or 3D
trtodel and is formed by amalgamating neighbouring cel.ls of the fine grid
tnodel into large coarse gr.id cells. Because PSEUOO runs separately from
ECLIPSE, it is possilile to redefine the coarse gr.id and generate the nC?W
pseudos inexpensively. 0irectional pseudo relative permeabilitics,
generated by PSEUOO and appropriate to each face of the coarse gr.id, may
be input to the ECLIPSE coarse grid rnodel to reproduce the results of the
fine gr.id model or to perform low-cost sensitivity studies.

PSEUOO

PASSWORDS

Some companies purchase or rent a restricted version of ECLIPSE with various
facilities removed. Restricted versions of ECLIPSF:100 wi il only run w1.th
special pa.3swords provtded by ECL. The restricted range of facil1-t1es may be
extended on I:"equest ...,1th the 1ssue of a new password from F:CL.
ECL[PSE November 87
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SOLUTION OF FINITE-DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS

This sec tion describes solution of the finite-difference

equations.

This section includes solution of the linear equations, description of the
fully implicit and the IMPES (semi-implicit - Implicit Pressure, Explicit
Saturation) methods,

general transrnissibility calculations

averaged and corner-point geometries.
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SOLUTION OF Tm: LINF..I\R EQUA.TIONS
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Solution of the T,inear Equ<1l 1ons
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Fig 1. The structure of the Jacobian matrix for a simple 3xzx3 problem.
ECLIPSE chooses direction 1 autorn.atically to correspond to the
direction of highest transmissibility ( usually the z direction ) .
Thus Ll and Ul usually correspond to derivatives of flows betWCBn
cells in the Z direction. The inner solver direction may be overriden
using the 3rd OPTIONS pa.raroeter. This may be useful, for example, if
it is known in advance that the principal flow is in the X dir:-ection.
1. General

The linear equations are solved iteratively using Orthomin preconditioned by
Nested Factorization. At each iteration, Orthomin minimises the sum of the
squares of the residuals by orthogonali~ing each new search direction to the
exi.sting search directions. To carry out these orthogonalizations, each
search direction ( which consists of pressures, saturations and residuals
for each C€1 l - 6 double precision numbers in a 3-phase run ) rnust be ston:cd.
Usually, only the last fe-w search djrections are significant and memory is
saved if the number of stored search d1rections is restricted.
Th1s 1s done
in ECLIPSE via the NSTACK pa.rameter of the RUNSPEC data section.
Tue defaull
NSTACK is 10.
NSTACK should always be less than or equal to the m.,,x1mum
number of linear ilerations (LITMAX) wtnch may be altere-d us1ng keyword TUNlNG.
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rl should t::"arely be necessary lo aller lhe default.. oellings o( NST/\<...7<. a.nd
Lr'rMAX.
llowevet::", for very difficull pr:Dblems, they may have to bo 1-ncrea:Jcd
lo ensur:--e lhal the ]1ne,'3r equalions are solved cort::"eclly.
Warn1ng rnessages
are pt::"inled by ECLIPSE when the linear equations are not. fully converged.
The total memory r-equired for each run is printed out by ECLIPSE a.s soon as

the required data ha.s l:Ren read in and analysed.

on non-vi rtual machines with limited memory, such as the C!'.'ay, it rnay be
n-ec-essary toset NSTACK = o. This initiatcs the automatic memory rnanangemcnt
system. 'Which wo!'.'ks by storing all previous search directions on di.sk.
Computer memory requirements per cell are reduced but elapsed time is
increased due to increased I/0.
Disk I/0 charges are high on service bureaux
computers so it pays to mLmunise disk usage by setting the maximum value of
NSTACK permitted within the memory available. T'nis may not always be possible
cspecially when running very large problems. The extendw memory management
option, obtained by setting NSTACK negative, may be useful in such ca3es.
For exarnple, if NSTACK -= -5, then the first 4 search directions are retained
in memory and the remaining search dtrections are stored on disk if they are
are required.

2. Material Balance

At each Newton iteration we solve the linear equation
A.x

.:c

b

where A is the Jacobian matrix (dR/dX), and b is the non-linear residu~l of the
prior Newton iteration, b = R: dM/dt + F + Q.
If the elements of bare
surnmed over a 11 ce l ls in the reservoi r then the f low terms, F, wi J 1 cance 1 a nd
the surn corresponds to the rate of mass aCCt.ttnUlation in the reservoir.
ECLIP!5E
computcs an initial approxim.ate solution, y, by solving an approxi.mate equati_on

B.y.: b
The material balance error ( i.e. the error in the mass accumulation rate
corresponding to y is obtained by summing the elements of the residual, r
ncells

r -= b -

'!<.. y -= ( B -

A). y

sum

SUM ( ri)

i-=l

ThLs sum is zero if Bis chosen such that

colsum(B)-= colsum(A)
where colsum(A) is the d1agonal matrix t:ormcd by sumrn1ng A 1 n colum,1,,. The
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above colsum constra1nt is obeycd 1-ndependently for each component (
watP.r and gas ) by ECLIPSE.

011,

3. Nested Factorization

'nlree dimensional finite difference systems give rise to sparse linear equations
} such as

with banded matt:"ices (Fig l
A -=

D + Ll + Ul + L2 +

U2

+

T..3

+

U3

whßre
D is a diagonal matrix
Ll, L2 and L3 are lower bands

Ul.,U2 and

U3

are upper bands

The elements of D,Ll,L2,L3,Ul,U2,U3 are 2~2 matrices for 2-phase systems
( eg oi1/water, oi 1/gas, gas/water ) and 3~3 matrices for 3-phase systems.
L2 and U2 connect ceJ ls in direction 2 etc.
In Nested Factorization, an approximation, B, is constructed by the following
nested sequence of factorü:;ations
B -= (
p = (
T = (

p + L3 ) .PINV. ( p + U3 }
p + L3 + U3 + L3.PINV.U3
T + L2 ) .TINV.( T + U2 ) -= T + L2 + U2 + T,2 .TINV. U2
G + Ll ).GINV. ( G + Ul ) = G + L1 + Ul + L1.GINV.Ul

where G is a diagonal rnatrix and PINV is the inverse of P etc. It follows t.hat
B

=

G

+ Ll + Ul + L2 + U2 + L3 + U3
+ Ll.GINV.Ul + L2.TINV.U2 + L3.PINV.U3

~

A

+

G -

D

+ Ll.GINV.Ul + L2.TINV.U2 + L3.PINV.U3

The diagonal matr.ix Gis computed using
0

= G -

D

+ Ll.GINV.Ul + Colsum( L2.TINV.U2 + L3.PINV.U3 )

This choice of G ensur.-es that Colsum{B)-= Colsum(A} which, in turn, ensures that
there are no material balance el'."rors in the solution of the linear equations.
Off band elements, corresponding to non-neighbour connections, arising in the
treatment of faults, local grid refinement, completing the circle in 3D radcal
studies etc., destroy the simple structure of the bands Ll,Ul ... , but are easily
incoq:,orated in the Nested Factori?..at ion procedure by s 1-mply genera 11s 1-ng the
defuüt. 1-on of t.he bands.
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sefore it.eration beg1.ns we musl cornpute the d1.agon~l matrix G.
ECLIPSE compules
and stores GINV rather than G a.s this is rnore efficient in sl.1h9equenl
calculations. To conserve material, we have
G

=

D -

Ll.GINV.Ul - colsurn( T.Z.TINV.U2 ) - colsurn( L3.PINV.U3 )

The calculation proceeds one cell at a time; thus when GINV is known for a cel l,

we can calculate the contribution Ll.GINV.Ul to the value of Gin the next cell.
When GUN is known on a line, we can calculate the contri.bution of
eo lsum{ L2. TINV. U2 ) to G on the next line. When G is known on a plane, we can
calculate the contribution of colsum( L3.PINV.U3 ) to Gon the next plane.
The co-st of computing G (and GHN; is reported under the nu-temonic GUN in the
ECL!PSE timing reports.

5. Solution Procedure

To compute a new search direction ECL!PSE solves the equation B.y
following heirarchical procedure.

= r

by the

At the outermost level we solve

( p + L3 }.( ! + PINV.U3 ).y
r
using ( a ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . y -= P INV. ( r - L3 . y
and
(b) . . . . • . . • . . . • . . . . . . y-= y - PINV.U3.y

)

Equation ( a} is solved one plane at a time, starting with the first plane and
progressing fonrard until y is known on each plane. The equation is explicit
because L3.y involves the 'known' solution, y, on the previous plane. Similar
considerations apply to the solution of equation (b} which is performed in
reverse order starling with the last plane and sweeping backwards one plane
at a time.
During the solution of equations (a) and (b) we must compute vectors of the form
z-= PINV.q on each plane.
This involves solving equations like
( T + L2 ).( I + TINV.U2 }.z
( c} . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . • . • . ,:
( d ) ................... z

using
and

~

q

=

TINV. ( q - L2 . z
,: - TINV. U2 . z

Equation (c} is solved in a forward sweep through th~ plane, one line at a time.
Sirnilarly equation (d) is solved by SWC€ping backwards one line at a lirne.
Finally, we note that during the solulion of equations (c} and (d) we musl
compute vectors of the form w "" TINV. v on each plane. 'I'his involves solv Ing
the trid1.agonal equation
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{

G -+

us1ng
and

T, l

).{

I

-f

G I NV . U 1

) .w

v

( e) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . w -

GINV. {

( f >. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . w

w -

v

G rnv.

-

Ll. w

)

u 1. w

Equations (e} and (f) are solved by swceping f'irst forwards, then backwards
thr:ough the ce l ls in a line.
computing time requi.red to calculate a new search direction is reported under
the mnemonic SRCH.

6. Orlhomin

The Orthornin prooedure use by ECLIPSE is outlined below.
y
B.y-= b
X
(a) Compute the initial solution,
r-= b - A.y
(b} Compute the initial residual, r.
The sum of the elements of r is
now zero ( due to colsurn ) .
( c} Test for convergence and
escape if converged.
Otherwise;
B.y -= r
(d}
Find a new search direction, y.
(e) Orthogona1.ise y to the stack of
y = y - ( y. z )/( z. z )z
previous search directions (z}.
q -== A.y
( f) Find the opti.mtnn step length, s,
g = q. dt. Bave/PV
'Which minimises the saturation
normalised sum of the squares
s -= (r.g)/(g.g)
of the residuals (r.r).
X = X+ sy
(g)
Update the Solution
r -= r - sq
residual
z -= ( z,y)
and stack.
Go to (c).

7 . Convergence

Convergence of the 11-near solver can be monitored by setting the 7th parameler
of keyword DEBUG greater than zero.
If set to 1, a debug report is generated
showing, at each iteration for each phase;
(a) saturalion norma.lised root mean square residuals,
(b) residual sums ( material balance er.rors ) and
(c) absolute maxirnum saturation nor.malised residuals.
The orthomin procedure is set to minun1se item (a) above.
Item (b) should be
z:ero to wi.thin round1ng error, wh1 le item (c) is used to test for convergence.
The st<1ndar-d conver-gence ci:-1ler-1on 1-s that the maxtmum saturat.1-on norm.111:::;ed
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res1du:d, !rlm.-ix, ~ less lhan TRGLCV(---0.0001 ).
The value of. TRGIL--V ma.y ~
re3ct us1.ng keyword 'l'UNING, 1:x.tl thuJ io seldom neccooary and ohould nol ~ donc
withoul good rea3on. Convergence is also assumed 1.f lrllTv'lX 1.0 less than
Hin(O.l*{bjrn.3x,0.00l*rlop,XXXLCV). The default setting of XXXLCV is 0.001 and
this may also be reset in 'l'UNING.
lblmax is the largest satural1.on normaliec0
input residual and rtop is the greatest saturation normal1.sed i:Baidual to occur
at any stage of the procedure.
rtop may be much larger than fbtmax becau3e the
colsl!Il\ constraint makes the initial residuals quite large.
Values of the step length, s, and the orthogonalisation coefficients (beta) are
also printed in the debug output. 'l1le perfect step is s -- 1.0, but. this is
seldom achieved.
If the 7th DEBUG parameter is set to 2 then the sum of the
absolute un-norma.lised resi.duals is printed corresponding to the input residual,
b, and the final residual, r = b - A.x. This is the •residual front soluti.on
check'.
If the 7th OEBUG pa.rameter is set to 3 then resi.dual maps are printad
for each phase at eacil iteration.
8. Treatment of Wells

The strongly coupled fully-implicit treatment of wells in ECLIPSE extends the
linear equations to incl~ the well variables, w, corresponding to the bottom
hole flowing pressure, and well bore flowing fractions.
Thus each well, li.ke
each cell, has three variables in the threB phase case.
Including thB WBll
terms, the linear equations now become

A.x + c.w = r
R.x + D.'W-= u
where, u is the well residuals and if there are N grid blocks and L wel 1s,
A is a banded N"'N matrix ( fig. l. ) , c is a sparse N"'L mat rix,
R is a sparse L"'N matrix and finally Dis a,aparse L"'L matrix.
Usually D is lower triangular and easily inverted, allowing the wel 1 terms
to be elirninated. Thus the equation for x becomcs
(

A -

C.DINV.R }.x

~

r - C.OINV.u

which is easily solved by nested factorisation with Orthomin.

Further details are described in• Nested Factorization • SPE12264 by John
Appleyard and Ian ~ h i r e ( San Francisco 1983 }, • Enhancements to the
strongly Coupled, Fully Irnplicit Well Model: wellbore Crossflow Modeling and
Collective Well Control' SPE12259 by Jon Holmes ( San Francisco 1983 ),
'M Efficient Fully Implicit Simulator' SPEJ,1983,23,544 by oave Ponting,
Paul Naccache, Richard Pollard, Steve Walsh et al.
Rec-ent advances in
Nested Factorization, giving improved efficiency in release 87]1, are reported
by Ian Cheshire and Richard Pollard in the p ~ i n g . 5 of the Cambridge
Conferenc-0 on Hathematical Techniques for the Oil Induslry, July 1987.
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The Fu1 ly I!UP1icil a.nd IMPES Hethods.

ECL[PSE conta-i.ns opt 1-ons foi:- both the fully implicil and IMPES solut 10n
pi:-ocedur:es. The fully implicit method is totally stable and may ~ used
to solve •difficult' problem.s such as coning'studics. ~lthough IMPES 1-s
potentially unatable it is less disperaive and eometi.rnes faster than the
fully implicit method, and may be used on •easy• problems such a.s history
matching applications where the ti.mesteps are usually smal l.
Both methods
may be used in the same run by using keywords IMPES or IMPLICIT at appropr.iate
places in the SCHEDULE oection. The default eolution procedure is IMPLrCIT.

The Fully Implicit Method

The fully implicit residual, R, for each component in each gi:-id block at
each t i.mestep is

R

=

dM/dt + F + Q

w'h<:re

dH
F
Q

is the mass, per unit surface density, accumulated dui:-ing the
current timcstep, dt,
is the net flow rate into neighbouring gr.id blocks,
is the net flow rate into wells during the timcstep.

The mass accumulation and flows are evaluated in terms of the pressures, P,
and saturations, S, at the end of the timestep, i.e. at time t+dt.
These are implied by the non-linear residual equation
R( X)

=

0

wh<?re, for a 3 comp<:>nent system ( oil,water, gas ) , the residual R and the
solution, X, are 3 component vectors in each grid block;

R

IRol
!Rwl
!Rgl

and the Jacobian, dR/dX,

ECL I PSE Nove~ r
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ldRo/dPo dRo/dSw dRo/dSgl
1

1
1

!

(dRW/dPo dR.w/dSw dRw/dSgf

dRi/dXJ

1

1
1

1

ldRg/dPo dRg/dSW dRg/dSg(ij
'I'he mass change during the timestep, dt,is
dM

~

M(l+dt} - M(t)

with

So/Bo + RvSg/Bg
M

PV

SW/Bw

Sg/Bg + RsSo/Bo

where
PV is the pore volume

Bo is
Bw is
Bg is
Rs is
Rv is

the
the
the
the
the

oi.l forma.tion volume factorwater- for.mation volwne factorga.s for.mation volt.nne factorsolution gas/oil ratio
va.pour oi1/gas ratio.

When Sg i..s zero th€ solution variable becornes Rs { undersaturated oil } and
when So is zero th€ solutiön variable becomes Rv ( undersaturated gas }. Terms
in th€ Jacobian a.re adjusted in accordance with the change of variable. No
approximations are made in evaluating the Jacobian in ECLIP0E. Great care is
taken to cornpute all derivatives to ensure quadratic convergence of Newton•s

method.
Bydrocarbon states are:
state l
Gas ~ly,
Rs ..eo, sg.:::: l - sw,
variables are Po,SW,Rv.
state 2 Gas & oil, Rv
Rvsat, Rs: Rssat, variables are Po,SW,sg.
state 3 Oil only, Rv
o, sg = o,
variables are Po,SW,Rs.
The number of ~lls in each state, togetoor- with the nurnber of cel ls changing
state during a NBwton iteration ( NTRAN ), are printed in the eummary of each
NBwton iteration.

NBwton • s method is used to so 1 ve thB non-linear res idua 1 equat ions R( X) ..,,
Thus at each iteration we :1. Solve the linear equat1on,
R(X-x) - R(X) - (dP✓dX).x
0
( ustng Nesled Factorizalion ).
2. Update the solution veclor,
X = X - X
3. Recompute lhe residual, R(X).
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severa 1 ileral ions m3y be requj i::-ed Lo reduce lhe res1.dua.ls to a · su fficienl ly
sma11' value.
In ECLIP~E, two ~asures are used to def1r1e t.he meaning of
•sufficiently small'.
These are the material b<1lance error and the maximum
saturation normalised I'.€s1dual.

The IMPES Method

'llle IMPES ( IMplicit Pressures Explicit Satui::-ations ) residual is similar to
the fully implicit residual except that all flow and wel 1 terms are computed
using saturations (or Rs,Rv ) at the beginning of each timcsi;.ep.
R-= (M(t+dt) -

M(t))/dt + F(P(t+dt),S{t)) + Q(P(t+dt},S(t))

The mass terms M( t+dt} are evaluated using both pressures and saturaU.ons at.
the end of the timestep. This tnakes the non-linear residual equation, R _:;,. o
much easier to solve because toore are now no non-linearities arising frorn
relative permeabj_litics which remain fj_xed throughout the timestcp. ~ e r ,
to solve the IMPES equations corr-ectly it is still necessary to iterate
until all residuals have b<:en reduced to a sufficiently small value.
The linear equations arising from Newton's method are also much easier to
solve in the IMPES case becauoe derivatives of flows wrt saturations are
z:ero. The l'i.near equations are solved sequentially, fü:·st for pressure
and subsequently for saturation changes.
This contrasts with the ful.ly
implicit rnethod where the linear equations must be solved simultaneously.

Timesteps are chosen automatically to limit saturation changes to 5%.
Bowever a converged timestep is accepted if the largest saturation change is
less than 1.0% and if the largest pressure change is less than 200psi/atmos.
These values may be altered using ke-yword IHPES.

Material Balance

If the resi<luals are sUITlllled over all C€lls in the rcservoi r, the f low terms F
wi 11 cancel, because the flow out of one oell is always equal and opposite in
sign to the corre-sponding flow into its neighbouring C€l l. Thus the sum of
the resi<lua.ls for each phase or component corrBsponds to the net mass
accumulation within the reservoir less the net influx through we1ls.
This is the rnateria l balance err:--or. For:- a 3 component system we have
SUMi( Ro) i
SUMi( R .. )1SIJH1-( Rg )1
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whP-re SUMi refers to the .sum over all reservo1r cells and (Ro)i 1-s lhe

011

residual 1-n cell i etc..
In ECLIPSE the material balance errors are
converted to meaningful, problem independent, numbers by scaling to
equivalent field saturation values;

Boave.dt.SUMi(Ro)i/SUMi(PV)i
Bwave.dt.SUMi(Rw)i/SUMi(PV)i
MBg -= Bgave.dt.SUMi(Rg)i/SUMi(PV)i
MBo

.:=

MBw

=

'Where Boave i.s the average oil formation factor etc. The numerical values
of MBo,MBw and MBg are computed after each Newton iteration and the material
balance errors are considered to be sufficiently small if they a.re all lcss
th~n 0.0000001. For various rea.sons material balance errors are always very
small i.n ECLIPSE and typical values of MB are o.000000000000001. MB valu~s
are printed out i.n the summary of each Newton iteration. Conventi.onal
material balance accounts in conventional units can also be printed at each
report time.

Nor.malised Residuals

Although great care is taken to ensure that material bala.nce errors are
unusually sma.11 in ECLIPSE, this is not considered tobe a sufficiently
rigorous test of convergence. The second test is obtained by computing the
maximum saturation normalised residuals
{ Ro ) i/ ( PV) i
Bwave.dt.MAXil { Rw)i/( PV)i
Bgave.dt.MAXil { Rg )i/{ PV)i

CNVo -= Boave.dt.Mt\Xil

CNVw

CNVg

where MAXi i.s the maximum value over all cells in the reservoir.
By
converting each convergence error to an equivalent saturation value we can
attach sensible li.mits to the ON numbers, "1hich are considered to have
converged if they are all less than 0.001.

Flows

The fl<Y,o( rate into cell i fr:om. a neighbouring ce11 n, Fni, is

ECLIPSE
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k r 0/( lk)Vü)

Fni

0

Tn1.!

THl'ES Mt-:'l'!lOD'.,

Rv. kr:-g/( BgVq) 1

0

k rw / ( ßWV',.J )

1
1Rs. km/( BoVo)

0

•

1
0
1
1
k.r:-g/( Bgvg) 1u

ldP01111

1
ldPwnil

t

t

ldPgni t

where

dPoni
dPwni
dPgni

-

=

Pon

,:

Pwn

-

.:-

Pon
Pgn
Pon

-

,=
e'

Poi - OENoni.G.(On

Pwi
Poi
Pgi
Poi

-

OENwn i. G. ( On
OENwn i. G. ( On
DENgni.G.( On
DENgn i. G. ( On

-

Di)
Di)
Di)
Pcown + Pcowi
Di)
Pcogi
Di) + Pcogn

-

transmissibility between cells n arid i,
relative penneability ( kro is the rel. penn. of oil etc. ;,
viscosity
( Vw is the viscosity of water etc.},
potentLü difference ( d.Pgni is the gas potential difference
between cel 1s n and i ),
( DF.Noni is the density of oil at the
DEN is the fluid density
int.erface between cells n and i ),
G
is the acceleration due to gravity (.0000981,in metric units
.00694 in field units and .000968 in lab units ),
D
is the cell centre depth.
The subscript u indicates that the fluid mobilities are tobe evaluated in
the upstream cell ( cell n i.f dPni is positive, cell i if dPni is negative ).
The upstream calculation applies separately for each equation (oil,water,gas)
so that, for example, oil may flow from cell i to cell n while water flows
from cell n to cell L
Tni is the
kr is the
V
is the
is the
dP

The net flow rate from cell i into neighbouring cel 1s is obtained by st.mm1ing
over the neighbouring ce1 ls, Fi -= SUMn(Fr.i}.
The rate of flow into a production well from cell i

is

kro/ ( BoVo ) + Rv. krg/ ( BgVg )
Qi

- Twi,.,(Poi - fliw - Pbh)~I kr:w/(BwVw)

1
1 krg/(Bgvg) + Rs.kro/(BoVo) li
where Twi is the well connection transmissibility factor,
fl is the hydrostatic head correction an<l
Pbh is the bottom hole pressure.
~11 tenns are d1.scussed in detail in a separate app.?ndix.
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Reservoir Dens1.t1cs

Reservoir densities (Dt:N) of oil and gas are computed from sur(ace dens1.l1.es

(SO} using
( S00 + C. Rs . SDg }/Bo
(C.SDg + Rv.S00)/Bg

Df:.~
01::Ng

with c -= l for metric and 1ab units a.nd C = 178.1076 in field units. The
reservoir density at the interface bet~n cells n and i is computed a.s
the average of the reservier densities in cells n and i

OENoni
OENgni

= ( OENon
= ( DENgn

+ DENoi )/2
+ DENgi )/2

Instabi.1 ity

The most common instability using IMPES arises when a phase crosses the
cr.itical saturation and becomes mobile. In the diagram below water is
flowi.ng fr.om cell A to cell B. Water levels at time t are shown using
asterisks (*). Because the saturation in cell Bis below SWcr at time
t, water cannot flow out of cell B. Dur.ing the timestep, dt, the water
saturation in cell B can rise sigificantly above swcr to a value greater
than that in cell A. At the next timestep, water is allowed to flow out
of cell B at a high rate especially if 1<.i::w increases sharply above SWcr,
;,nd the saturation may fall bel<Yw SWcr making water in cell B immobile
again at the following tirnestep. Saturations may therefore oscillate
about their cr.itical valucs using IMPES. These difficultics do not ar.ise
with the fully-implicit method because a.s soon as sw is greater than SWcr
it is permitted to flow out of cell B.

f+l+++++++++f
l***********l+++++++++++t
l***********l+++++++++++I
!***********!+++++++++++!

<-- SW
<--

swcr

1******~****(***********1

<--

sw at t

at t+at

l***~**~****l~*~****~*~*t

Cell

~

Cell B

Thi.s type of 1nstability m.ay l1mit the efficiency of, the IMPES m€thod. The
pr.:oblem is red.uced in some simulatorn ( but not in ECLIPSE ) by au\Offi:l.tical ly
resca11.ng the 1.npul n~lat1ve per:meab1l1-ty curves to equally space-d satur.:;i.t,on
1.ntervals.
Th1.s 1s not done in ECLIPSE becau::;e:-
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(a) the uoer may wish his data tobe honoured precinely,
( b} sharp relative pet:"meabi l ity contrasts are hand led ef ficient ly by the

t.he fully implicit method,
(c) table look-up is equally efficient either way ( contrary to popular
belief ), and
(c) the uoer ma.y input •smooth' kr curves if he wishes.
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Transmissi.bility Calculations

This appendix describes the expressions used by ECLIPSE to calculate
tranmnissibility values, between <X!l ls in the gr:-id, and betwe-en <X!lls and
numerical aquifers.
'l'here are th:r:ee types of tranamissibi.lity calculation available i.n ECLIPSE.
'l'he first is the traditi.onal block centred form, based upon the distances
beb.'een the cell centres only. 'i'h.is is the de fault, and corresponds to the
use of the OLDTRAN keyword in the GRrD freetion. The second form also a.ssumcs
a traditi.onal block centred geometry but involves a different combination of
cell CL'l'.jSS--sectional a.reas and permeabilities ft:Om that assumed in the
Ot.DTRAN formulation. The second fonn of transmissibility calculation is

activated using the OT.DTAANR keyword in the GRID section. The third form i.s
based upon the use of cell corner points, 'Which are available to ECT,IPSE 'Whcn
the COORD/2K:'ORN form of grid definition is used. In this ca.se it is possi.ble
to distinguish unambiguously between cell dip and fault displaoement, and
this option allows fault transmissibilities tobe generated automatically.
This third type of transmissibility calculation is specified by the use
of the NEWrRAN keyword in the GRID section.
~lthough it is normal to use OLDTRAN with DX,DY,DZ,'roPS etc. input,
and NEWrRAN with COORD/ZCORN, all types of transmissibility calculation
are available with both types of grid specification, as ECLIPSE holds
grid data internally in both forms. Corner points are obt.ained from
OX/DY/DZ/TOPS data by assum.ing flat blocks, and DX/DY/DZ values are
obtained from corner points by evaluation of the distances between cell
face centre points. Bowever, use of NEWrRAN with DX/DY/DZ/TOPS input
ma.y well produce large mnrcbers of spurious fault connections, as the
asstmled flat grid blocks in neighbouring columns will generally overlap,
and this combination of options is not recornmended.

Of.DTRAN

Transm.issibility Calculations.

In this ca.se, x and y direction transmissibility values in the cartesian
ca.se are obtained using cell centre sepa.rations and cross sect ional areas
obtained from DX,DY and OZ, with a dip correction. The expressions for the
cartesian ca.se are given below:
X-transrnissibility,
TRANX( I) -= CDA.RCY.TMLTX( I ).A.DIPC/B
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TRANX( I)

cor~c;v.
TMLTX( I)
A

DT.PC

- 'I'he t.ransnnssLb1 l 1..ty betwe:e:n ce 11 I and ce 11
J, it.s ne1ghbour 111 the pos1..t1..ve X---du:-ect1..on
- Darcy's constant ( .008527 1-n metric untt.s,
.001127 in f1eld un1..ts and 3.6 in lab un1-t.s
- Transmissilnl 1..ty multiplier for cell I
- Interface area between cell I and J
Dip correction

A, orPC and Bare given by the expressions
A

(

B

=(

DIPC

DX( J}. DY( I). D'.l( I). RN'l'G( I}

+

DX( I ) • DY( J}. OZ( J). RNTG( J)

DX(I}/PERMX(I) + DX(J)/PERMX(J)
~

)/( DX( I )+DX( J) )

)/2

OHS/(DffS+DVS)

with DHS
DVS

(
(

( DX( I ) + DX( J) )/2 ) """'2
DEPTH( I )- DEP'ffi( J ) ) * *2

RNTG is the net to gross ratio, which appears in the X- and Ytransmissibilities but not in the z- transmissibility.

The expression for the Y-transmissibility value is entirely analogous
to the above, with the appropriate permutations of X,Y and z. The
z-transmissibility is given by:
TRI\NZ( I ) -"' CDARCY. TMLTZ( I ) • 1\/B

with :
TRANZ(I)

TMLT'L( I)

The transmissibility betwcen cell I and cell
J, its neighbour in the positive Z---direction
( i.e. below cell I )
- z-transmissibility multiplier for cell I

Note that there is no dip correction in the z-transmissibility case.
A

B

.r

(

DZ( J). DX(r). DY(r)

+

DZ(r). DX( J). DY( J)

)/(

O'l( I )+DZ( J)

)

( DZ(I)/PERMZ(I)+DZ(J)/PERMZ(J) )/2

OLOTRANR

Transmissibility Calculations.

In this ca~e, x and y dJrection transrnJssLbiltty values in the carles1an
case are also calculated us1..ng cell centre sep,3.rat1..ons and cross-sect1..onal
area..s obta1 ned from DX, DY and OZ, w1th a dip correct_ 1-on. The express1-ons (o[
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the cartesian ca:Je are gtven below
x-transmissibility,
TRAN X( [ } -= COARCY. TML'l'X( [ ) • D I PC/B

with :
TRANX( r}

CDARCY
TMLTX( I)

OlPC

- The transmissibility between cell I and ce11
J, its neighbour in the positive X-direct i.on
Darcy's constant in the appropriate units
Transmissibility multiplier for cell I
- Dip correction

Band D!PC are given by the expressions
B-=

( DX(t}/(PERMX(I}*A.(I}} + DX(J}/(PERMX(J}*A(J}) }

2.0 /

with A(I)

~

A(J)

~

DY(I}*DZ(I}*NTG([)
DY(J}*DZ(J)*~rG(J)

DIPC = DHS/(DHS+DVS)
with DHS -= ( ( DX( [) + DX( J) )/2 )**2
DVS-= ( DEPTH(I)-DEPTH(J) )**2
RNTG is the netto gross ratio, which appears in the X- and Ytransmissibilities but not in the z- transmissibi1ity.
Tne expression for the Y-transrnissibil i.ty value is enti.rely analogous
to the above, with the appropriate per.mutations of X,Y and z. The
z-transmissibility is given by
TRAN'z;( I)

=

CDARCY. TMLTZ( I )/B

with :

TRANZ(I)

TMLTZ( [)

The transmissibili.ty betwcen cell I and cell
J, its neighbour in the positive Z-<lirection
( i.e. below cell r )
Z----Transmissibility multiplier for cell I

Note that there is no dip correction in the z-transmissibili.ty case.
B: 2.0 /

wi.th A.( I)
A.( J)

( OZ([)/ (PERMZ(I).-A(I)) +DZ(J)/( PERMZ(J).-A(J)) )
DX( I ) --oY( r )
DX( J) .-DY( J)
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Nl:.'WrMN Transm1:J:J1-b1l1ly Calculaltonn.

In this ca:Je, the transmissibility values are calculated from the
x-,Y- and Z-projections of the mutual interface area of the two cells. An

inner product is then taken with the vector distance from the cell centre
to the centre of the cell face, so that a dip correction is automa.tically
incorporated. The X-transmissibility is given by the expression:
TRANX( I)

=

CDARCY .TMLTX( I )/( 1.0/TI+LO/TJ)

with TI • l?ERMX( I). RNTG( I). ( A. DI )/( DI. DI)

(A.OI) - .PJC.OIX+AY.OrY+AZ.OIZ
(OI.OI)A DIX**2+DIY**2+DIZ**2
ruc,AY AND AZ are the x-,Y- and z- projections of the mut~al
interface area of cell I and cell J ( which need not be neighbours
in the cartesian indexi.ng grid ) , and DIX, DIY and DIZ are the X-,
Y- and Z-components of the distance between the c~ntre of cell I
and the centre of the relevant face of cell I, these centrcs being obtainoo
a.s the appropriate average. The expression for TJ is analogous.

The Y-and Z- transmissi.bility expressions are similar, the netto
gross ratio being absent from the z expression.
RADIAL TranStnissibility calculations.

There is no distinction between the method used to calculate radial
transmissibili.ty values whether grid data is supplied in DR/DTffE'rA/DZ/INRAD/'l'OPS
form or COORD/ZCORN form. The expressions used are based upon true radial flO\ol
between the pressure equivalent ra.dii, with a dip correction:
TRANR( I) - CDARCY. TMLTR( I). DIPC/( l. 0/TI + l.. 0/TJ)

with TI - l?ERMR( I } • RNTG( I ) • D'I'HETA( I ) • DZ( I }/0 lP
DlP and

TJ

.6'

( Rl**2/(R2**2-Rl**2).T..N(Rl/R2)+l./2)

PERMR( J). RNTG( J). DTHETl\( J) . DZ( J )/D2M

02M -= ( R3**2/( R3**2-R2*"'2). LN( R3/R2 )-1/2 )

where Rl is the inner radius of cell r, R2 the outer radius of
cell I and R3 the outer radius of cel l J.
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The a7.Lmuthal tansmLssibLl1ty is given by
TRAN'T{I) = C:OARCY.TMLTT(I)/(1.0/TI+l.O/TJ)

wi th

'l'[ ~ 2. PERMr( I). RN'l'G( I). DZ( I). f..N( R2/IU )/DTHE'rA.( I)

were Rl is the inner radius, R2 the outer radius. TJ is similar.
LN( ) i.mplies the natural logarithm throughout.
This expression is also used in completing the circle in radial geometry.
The vertical tansmissibility i.s given by :
TAAN'Z( I) .:.- COARCY .TML'l'Z( I )/( l.0/TI+l.O/TJ)

with TI

z

PERMZ(I).OTHETA(I).(R2**2-Rl**2}/0Z(I)

where Rl is the inner ra.dius, R2 the outer radi.us. TJ is sind lar.
Note that the positions of the cells in a radial run ma.y be entered by
using COORD/ZCORN or INR.!\0/DR/D'l'HETN'DZ. In both cases the transmissibility
expressions above ma.y be used. There are some restrictions which exist on
corner point positions for the above expressions tobe sensible. Cells with
the same J index should have a common OTHETA, and cells with the same I index
should have a common DR. If COORD/ZCORN input is used, four corners of each
cell should have a common inner radius, and four a common outer radius.
Similarly, there should be a single upper and lower theta value. (This i.mplies
vertica.l coordinate lines in the radial case). The depths of cel l corners are,
however, arbitary, and ma.y be used to obtain dipping radia.l geometry.
Transmissibility Calculations for Aquifer.s.

Aquifers are assumed tobe one dimensional rows of cells, each with a
cross-section, length a.nd depth, but no further information concerning
thei.r shape. Transmissibility values are calculated using the OLDTRAN block
centre method. The transmissibility between two aquifer cells is thus given by:
TR

~

COARCY/(1.0/TI+l.O/TJ)

with TI= 2*PERMX(I).XSECT(I)/LENGTH(I)

where PERMX(I) is the permeability of aquifer cell I , XSECT(I) its
cross-section and LENGTH( I) its l~ngt.h.

This expression is used for aquifer cell to aquifer cell transmissibilitics
in both radial and cartesian cascs. However, in connecting the f1rst aquifcr
cell to a grid block the radial or carte~ian transmtssibilLty from the
block edge to centre is used.
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DUAL POROSITY
This section provides an overview of the dual-porosity model and the

assumptions made.
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Dual Porosi.t_y

In a dual porosity reservoir, fluids exi.st in two interconnected systems:
( a) the rock m.atri K, whi.ch usually provides the bulk of the reservoj r volume ;md
(b) the highly permeable rock fractures. If the matrix blocks are linked only
through the fracture system, this conventionally could be regarded as a dual
porosi.ty single penneabil ity system, si nce fluid flow through the reaervoi.r
takes place only in the fracture net'work with the matrix blocks acting as .
sources. If there is the possibility of flow directly between neighbour.ing
matrix bloclcs, this is conventionally considered to be a dual porosity dual
penneability system. Dual porosity dual permeabil ity runs are computationally
more expensive than dual porosity single permeability runs. A dual porosity
single permeabil ity run is specifi.ed by aetting QDPORO .,. T and QDPERM ~ F i.n
the RUNSPEC section.
To model such systems, two simulation cells a.re associated with each b'1.ock
in the geometr.ic grid, respreaenting the ma.trix and fracture volurnes of the
ce11.
In ECLIPHE, the porosity, per.meability, depth etc. of these ma.y be
i.ndependently defined. A ma.trix-fracture coupling transmissibility is
constructed automatically by ECLIPSE to simulate flow bet'W'e<:!n the two
systems due to fluid expansion, gravity drainage, capillary pressure etc.

In a dual porosity run of ECLIPSE the number of layel:S in the Z-direct ion
should be doubled. ECLIPSE associates the fi rst ha.lf of the grid ( the fi rst
HDIVI7./2 layers ) with the matrix blocks, and the second ha.lf with the
fra:ctures.
In such runs NDlVIZ must therefore be even; ECLtPSE will check
that this is the case.
The intrinsic permeabilities of cells in the fracture systemare equal
to the specified values multiplied by the fracture porosities to yield
effective fra:cture permeabilities. If the NOOPPM keywortl is used then the
intrinsic penneability is used rather than the effective permeability.
If the dual porosity but not the dual per.meability option is selected,
the matrix Qlocks have no mutual transmissi.bilitics. If dual porosi.ty and
dual permeability is chosen, the matrix blocks have their normal
transmissibilities.

The mat.rix-fr.acture coupling transmissibility tenns which exist between
each cel l of the matri.x grid and the corresponding cell in the fracture grid
are proportional to the <:el.l bulk volume, being of the form :
TR

= COARCY.KPERM.VOL.SIGMA

~ r e KPERM is taken as the X-direct. ion penneabil ity of the mat.rix blocks,
VQL is tM cell bu1k volume ( note that thi.s is not the pore volume, having
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no potDsity factot" ), ;rnd SIGMA is a f.aclot" o( d1.men.s1onal1.ly

to account fot" the IM.t.ri.x/fracture inter.face area ~r unit
volume, i.e.the size of the blocks in the rnatr.ix volume. Kazemt (SPEJ Oec
317-326) has proposed the following form for SIGMA:
LENG'l'H""(-2 ),

SIGMA = 4 (

l/lx**2 + 1./ly"*2

+

1/l Z**2

76,

)

where lx, ly and lz are typical X, Y and z dimensions of the blocke of materi.al
making up the matr;x volume. ( lx,ly and lz are thus not related to the
simulation grid dimensions}. Alter.natively, as SIGMA acts as a multiplier on
the matrix-fracture coupling, it may si.mply be treated as a history matching
pa.rameter.
SIGMA is normally applied as a single pa.rameter for the entire field.
In
practice, it may be necessary to vary SIGMA in differ~nt laye~ or from cP.ll
to cell. J\lthough there is no facility to input SIGMA as a cell array i.n
ECLIPSE, the desired effect can be achieved simply by making an appropri.ate
adjustment to the X-direction permeabilities in the matri.x blocke in a dual
porosity run, because !<PERM is used only to compute the matrix fracture
coupling, TR.
An example of a dual porosity run is given in Sample Problem Data Set s,
and the use of the keywords t:Bqtti.red for dual porosity runs is described in
the coaments. In this case, the matrix and fracture blocks have identical
depths: this might not be true in a run in which gravity drainage was tobe
considered.

The keyword OPGRID may be used to simpli.fy the construction of grids for
dual porosity runs.
This keyword enables gr.id data to be enter.ed
for the mat-ri.x cells only ( the first NDIVIZ/2 layers ), the missing values
för t.he remaining fracture layers being obtained from the corresponding
matrix cel.l.

Restrictions on dual porosity runs
The following restrictions apply to dual porosity ( QDPORO : T QDPERM -· F )
runs but NOT to dual porosity dual perrneability
( QDPORO = T QDPtRM ~ •r )
1:11ns.

(a) wells connect only to fracture cells - not to matrix ce1ls.
(b) Non-neighbour connections may not be used with matt:ix cel ls.
The internal connection of each rnatri.x cell to its appropriate
fracture cell is made automatically by ECT,IPSE.
(c) Each active matr.ix cell rnust correspond with an active fracture cell.
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Fluid exchan~ belween the fracture and matrix due to gravity is modellM
by setting QGRATO: Tin the RUNSPEC section and by giving a non-zero value
to OZMTRX in the gr.id section. The illustration ahows a typical block of
matri.x material containi.ng oi.l ( o) and
water (w) surrounded by a fracture

ooococ:KX>OC>OC><X>OC>OC><X>OCXJ<-1

a.lso containing oil (O) and watP.r (W).

1 The fractional height of the watP.r
1 table in the fracture is XW and the
1 fractional height water displacement

xw-->

D

front in the block of matl:'i.x materia.l

z

is

xw.

M 'l'he pressure difference due to
T gravity alone is
X'W-)

R

OP-= DZMl'RX.(XW-X'W).(Dw-Do).g

X where ow is the density of watP.r
1 and
Do is the density of oil at
1 reaervoir conditions.
l DZ?-fl.'RX is the same as l.7. in KAZEHI • s
W\.,..,..,,.,......,."""..,...,.....,...,.,,.,,.,,,.,,....,..,rww<-1
formula. Integrating DP over all
blocks of matrix material withi.n a
reservoi.r si.mulat.ion cell leads to
the same formula for DP e:iroept that it now represents the gravitational
pressure difference behlcen reservoir simulat.ion fl:'acture and matrix ceJ ls
and XW and Xw are the partial volumes of mobile water in the si.mulation
fracture and matrix cells. In ECLIPSE, the effect is modelled by intt'Oducing
additional pseudo capillary pressures, PS
PScow =- 07.!ffRX. XW. ( Do--Ow) • g
PScow -= DZM'l.'RX. X'W. ( Oo-OW) • g
PScog .:: DZMl'RX. XG. ( Oo-Dg) • g
PScog -= OZMI'RX. Xg. ( Oo-Dg) • g
PScwg .:: DZMTRX. XG. ( IN-Dg ) • g

- fl:'acture cells

PSCWg -= OZMrRX. Xg. (IN-Dg). g

cells

matl:';X

fracture
matrix
fracture
matrix

cells
cells

cells
cells

'I'hus, the flow of free gas from a fracture to a matri.x ce 11 in a gas oi. l
system is computed as

Fg

= TR.GMJB. ( Pof-Pom+dfm.Dg .g+Pcogf-Pcogm+DZM'l'RX. ( XG--Xg) .( Do-Og )g )

wh~re
TR

GMOB
Pof
Pom
dfm

is
is
is
is
is

ECf,[PSE

the
the
the
the
the

transmissibil ity betwcen the fracture and matr.i.x cel 1s,
gas mob1.lity in the (upstrea.m) fracture cell,
oi l pha3e pressure in the fracture cell,
oil phase pressure in the matr.ix
cell,
difference in depth between the fracture önd matrix cells
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( usuall.y 7.ero ),
is the <lens1.ly of ga.s

al re3ervoi r cond1.t.ions,
is the accelerat.i.on due to gi:-avity,
Pcogf is the capillary pressure of gas i.n the fracture cell (nor:mally ;,;.ero)
Dg

g

and
Pcogin is the capilli!ry pressu'l'.'e of gas in

the matrix cell.

In dual porosity/dual permeability modele in which the gravity imbibiti.on/
drainage mechanism is active, the calculation of the initial reservoir state
(see appendix on EQCJILIBRATION) occurs independently of the value of OZM'l'RX
i.e. the reservoir is ini.tiali.s~ without regard for the gravity imbibit.i.on/
drainage forces acting between the matrix and fracture cells. When the
stmulat.ion begins, the gravity i.mbi.bition/drainage forces u,ay cause fluid
movement beb,"Qen ma.trtx cells and thef.r corresponding fracture cells due to
the differ.ent fluid levels i.n the matrix/f.racture cells. If the redistribution
of fluide causes a significant transi.ent when the simulati.on is started, the
engincer can overcome this by activating the 11th. argument of the o~rIC)f{S
keywot:d. If this switch is activated, the effect is to cause tnOdificati.ons
to the phase pressures to make the initial solution a true steady state.
These phase pressure modificati.ons are appl i.ed for the duration of the run.

Transfer Functi.ons

Transfer functions are curves reprcsenting the oil expelled frocu a
matri.x element as a function of time. To simulate a gas/oi l transf.er
function, set up a reservoir grid as shown below. Make the bottom matrix
cell inactive using keyword Acn«JM. Fil l the fracture cells, F1 and F2,
with gas and the matrix cell, Ml, with oil and connate wat.er
using the appropriate keywords in the SOLCrr.ION section.
l
1 Ml I Fl 1 set QGRAIO =Tin the RONSPEC secti.on.
, ___ , ____ f
Record the oil saturation in cell F2 using BOSAT i.n the
l
1
1 SUMMARY secti.on. Run the simulation for a few years. Display
l M2 I F2 1 the transfer functi.on using GRAF. Mjust DZMl'RX and/or
(_
Pcogm to match the observed data.

___ ,___ ,
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solulion o( t.he 11.ne:u: Equ:1lions

The line,H: equat ions a.ssocialed wi.t.h du<l l por.-o!"lity/peaneabi 1 ity
simulations can be wr.itten in the form
A.x

+ U.y-=

Rrn

T,.x + B.y .::: Rf

where A is the usual ba.nded ma.trix for the matrix cells and B is the banded
matrix for the fracture cells. Rm is the matrix residual and Rf is the
fracture residuaL L and U are diagonal matrices coupling the fracture and
matrix systems. x and y a.re the solutions ( pressure and saturation changes ).
in the matrix a...'1d fracture cetls respectively.
In the dual porosity single permeability case, there is no direct
communucation bet~n neighbouring matri.x cells and the matt:'ix A i.s diagonal.
This greatly enhances the efficiency of the solution procedure used by
ECLIPSE because the equations can now be simplified to the form
(

B -

L.AINV.U ).y -= Rf - L.AIHV.Rm
X

= AINV.(

Rm -

U.y )

where AINV is the inverse of A. Because L.AINV.U is diagonal it does not
alter the band.ed structure of B. The problem size is effectively ha.lved
beca~e the equation for y only involves fracture cells. The equations a.re
solved sequentially, first for the fracture solution, y, a.nd then for the
matrix solution, x. In the more elepensive dual porosity/dual permeabi lity
case above simpli.fication does not apply and the equations are solved
si.multa.neously.
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Calculation of Fracltonal Volumcs

The initial fractional volume of water below thc watP.r contact, XWi, 1.s
Xwi
( SW 1 - Swco )/ ( l - Scohy - Swco }
_________________ _
where
Swi
swcr
SWco
Scohy
Scohy

1
1

1

initial water saturati..on
critica.l water saturation
connate water saturation
connate hydrocar.bon saturation
( oil/wat.er systems)
= 5oCOW
;: SoCoW + Sgco ( 01.1.jwater/gas systems)
.::. Sgco
( gas/water systems )
SCrhy is the critical hydroca.rbon saturati.on
is
i.s
is
is

the
the
the
the

SWco 1

1

'---· ,__
swcr

1
1

1 - 5cohy

l
1
1 1
f XWi

1 1 X'w
'--1 1 1

SW<SWi

If SW>SWi then
x., : 1 when sw -= 5wm.3x -= X'wi( 1 - 5cohy) + ( 1 - X'wi )( 1. - Scrhy)
Xw .;: ( sw - X'wi( Scrhy - Scohy) - SWco )/( 1 - Scrhy - SWco) when SW<SWmax
If SWcSWi then
Xw -= O when SW -= Swmi.n -= Xwi.SWcr + ( l - X'wi).SWco
x., = ( sw - XWi( SWCr - swco ) - SWCo )/( 1 - Scohy - SWcr) when SW>Swmi.n
The initial fractional volurne of gas above the gas contact, Xgi, is
Xgi = ( Sgi - Sgco )/( 1 - Slco - Sgco)
where
1
'
Sgi
is the initial gas saturation
f
1 - Slco
I Xgi f
,___
11
Sgco is the connate gas saturation
Sgcr is the critical gas saturati.on
1
l
Slco is the connate liquid sat.uration
1
1
Slco = SOCog
( oil.fgas
systems)
Xg
f 1 - Slcr 1
= SOCog + SWCo ( oil.fwat.er/gas systems)
f
(
: SWCo
( gas/water systems)
1
1
Slcr is the critical liquid sat.uration
1
1 SgcoJ

'------

l · - - - _ _ _ _ f ___ J
Sg>Sgi

If Sg>Sgi then
Xg: 1 when Sg-= Sgmax-= Xgi(l - Slco) + (1 - Xgi)(l - Slcr)
Xg = (Sg - Xgi(Slcr - Slco) - Sgco)/(1 - Slcr - Sgco) when Sg<Sgmax

If Sg<Sgi then
Xg
Xg

O when Sg

=

= Sgmi.n = Xg i. Sgcr + ( 1

Xgi). Sgco
(Sg - Xgi(Sgcr - Sgco) - Sgco)/(1 - Slco - Sgcr) when Sg>Sgmi.n
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SATURATION FUNCTIONS
This section provides an overview of the

permeability model.

The

discussions

relative permeability curves
section also

includes

also

three-dimensional
include

and the methodology

the method for

relative

hysteresis

for

modeling.

in the
This

describing capillary equilibriwn

regions.

The

ECLIPSE model

includes

a

user specified vertical equilibrium

options or instant gravity segregations on a block-by-block basis.
also explained in this section.
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This appendix describes the ECT,IPSE vertical equilibrium oplion.
vertical equilibrilnn (VE) is the a.ssumption that equilibrium is
established in a cell in a time short compared to that characteristic
of hori~ontal flows. This i.mplies that the pha.se hydrostatic potential
is independent of depth within a cel.l. In the absence of capillacy
pressure effects, the saturation distribution is then a step functi.on
depending on the fluid contact depths. This saturation distribution
is taken account of when ECLIPSE calculates relative permeability values
for the cell faces. In the ca.se shown, for example, water may flow out
of t.he bottom of the cell, but not out of the top, at which no mobile
water exists. The water flow through the sides reflect.e the fract ion
of the cell faces over which a mobile saturation exists. If the VE
assumption of approximate hydrostatic equilibrium is valid, such a segregated
saturation distribution may provide a more accurate description of
fluid flow than a default dispersed option in which the fluids are
assumed to be evenly d.istributed over the grid block.
Connate water

1/////

Crit ica 1 oil

1//IIIIIIIIIIIIIII//IIIIIIIII
J//IIIII/I/I/II/II/I/IIIII//I

Connate oil

1//II/I/II//I//I////IIII//I/I
1//I/II/III/IIIIIII/IIIII/IIII/IIII

OIL

1/////

1////////

WATER

l ___Current

1

contact

///////////
! __ Initial

l

cont.act

1////////////////////////////////// 1

The effect of corner point geometcy upon the VE model is to introduce
different depths for cell faces. For example, water may only flow out
of an updip cell face if the contact level is sufficiently high.
In such a model hysteresis can occur if, f.or exarople, oil invades
the water zone and retreats, leaving a residual oil saturation.
AA option exists in the ECLIPSE VE implementation which enables the
user to specify the fractions of distr.ibuted and segregated saturation
distri.but i.on funct ions which are to be used.
The use and fonnulation of the ECLIPSE VE option is discussed in
more detai.l below.
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Usi.ng lhe

ECLIPSE VE

Opl1.on

---~-----------------

--

The vertical equiljbrium option in F.CLIPSE ia enabled by setting the
QVEOPT flag in the RUNSPEC section of the input data. one keyword,
VEFRAC,in the PROPS section, is specific to VE. 'tt\is takes one real
argument, wh.ich must lie in the range 0.0 to 1.0. This enables the user
to specify dispersed ( rock curve ) and segregated ( VE ) saturation
fractions. For example, using the following:
VEFRAC
0.8 /

will specify eo, VE and 20% rock curves. The default is a VEf'RAC value
of l.O. If the VE option is not required, set QVEOPT to the default
value of F, rather than using a VEFRAC value of ö.O.
If the QVEOPT flag is set, and the ninth argument of the EQUIL keyword
data is set to zero, then a method of equilibration specific to VE is
used, wh.ich ensures that the initial contact dept.hs are exactly matched
by the initial saturations, and which yields a static initial solution.
If this ninth a.rguroent is not zero, then anormal ECLIPSE fine grid
equilibration is performed using the rock curves.
The latter method is only likely tobe useful if a non default VEFRAC
value is used; for a pure VE run, the former option is best.
To obtain a printed output of the contact depths at each report step,
the 22nd and 23rd arguments of the RPTSCH'ED keyword may be set to 1.
These control the output of oil water and oil gas contact depths
respectively.

1

r
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~,e Cell Saluralion oislribulion

-----------------------------Toe saturation distribution in a cell assumed by the VE model is ba3ed
on the assumption that the pha.3e hydrostatic potential is independent of
depth. rn ~he absence of capillary pressure effects, the saturation
distrj_bution becomes a step function. The form of this depends on the
phase option used.
1. The oil water caoe.

'l'he distribution is derived frOUl the water saturation value, sw. If
zc is the current oil water contact depth, and Zl is the towest cont~ct
depth which has occured in the run, the distribution is as shown below.
'l'his has thrce depth intervals, as follows:
Region 1 : 1\bove the current oi.l water contact. The water saturati.on
takes the connate value, SWco, and the oil saturation
is 1-SWco.
1\bove the current oil water contact, but be low the
Region 2
current. In this region water has displaced oil, so the
critical oil saturation remains, Socr, whilst the
water saturation is 1-Socr.
Region 3
Below the lowest oil water contact. Only the connate
oil saturation exists, which is usually zero, and the
water saturation is 1-Soco.
If the current contact attempts to fall below Zl, oil invading the
water zone, then Zl is set to the new Zc value. If the contact again
rises Zl retains its value, so that a cr.itical oil saturation remains
in the invaded region.

Zc · - · - · - - · - - - -

Zl
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gas ca3e.

The d1.stribut.ion is derived from t..he gas sat.ur:at.1.on value, sg. r:f
zc is the current oil gas contact depth, and Zh is the highest contact
depth which has occured in the run, the distribution is as shown below.
This ha.s three depth intervals, as follows:
Region 1 : N>ove the highcst oi.l gas contact. The connate oil
saturation exists, Soco,which is often zero, and the
gas saturat i.on is 1-Soco.
Region 2 s Below the highcst oil gas contact, but above the
cur.-;ent. In this region gas has displaced oi.l, so the
crilical oil saturation rema.ins, Socr, whi.lst the
gas saturation is 1-Socr.
Region 3
Below the current oil gas contact. The gas saturation
is the connate value, Sgco, which ia usually zero, and the
oil saturation is 1-sgco.
If the current contact attempts to rine above Zh, oil invading the
gas zone, then Zh is set to the new zc value. If the contact again
falls Zh retains its value, so that a critical oil saturation remains
in the inv~ded region.

//////////////////////////////!
Zh -

1

///l/l//ll/ll//l//ll//l///ll//1
Jl//l////1
/ / GAS //1

2

/ll/lll//1

zc

OIL

/////////!
/1

3

/1
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Thc gas watP.r canc.

3.

The distnbut ion is derived from the gas salur:al1.on value, sw. If
zc is the cur:rent water gas contact depth, and Zl is the lowest contact
depth which has occured in the run, the distribution is as shown below.
This also has thrce depth intervals, as follows:
Region

l:

Region

2

Region

3

l'lbove the current water gas contact. The water saturation
has the connate value, swco, and the gas saturation is
is 1-SWco.
l'lbove the lowest water gas contact, but above the
current. In this region water has displacod gas, so the
critical gas saturation remains, Sgcr, whilst the
water saturation is 1-SWcr.
Below the lowest wa.ter gas contact. The gas saturation
is the connate value, Sgco, which is usually zero, and the
water saturation is 1-Sgco.

If the current contact attempts to fall below Zl, gas invading the
water zone, then Zl is set to the new Zc value. If the contact again
falls Zh retains its value, so that a critical water saturation rema.ins
in the invaded region.

III/IIII/III//IIIII/III//II/III
II
WATER

Gl\S

//1

2

/////////1

l//lll///1

Zl
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4. The thrcc pha!:!e case.
In this ca::,e sw and Sg are distincl variables. The usual distribution is
shown in the figure below. Thcre are five depth intcrvals, as follows
Region 1: Above the highcst gas oil contact. The water saturation
has the connate value, swco, and the oil saturation is
is the connate with respect to gas, Socog. The ga.s
saturation is thus 1-Swco-Socog.
Region 2
Below the highest oil gas contact, but above the current.
Gas has displaced oil, so the critical oil saturation with
respect to gas rema.ins, Socrg, with sw..aSWco and
Sg.a.:l-Socrg-SWco.
Region 3
Below the current oil gas contact and above the current
oil water contact. The water a.nd gas saturations t.ake
their connate values, (SWCo,Sgco), and the otl saturation
is 1-swco-sgco.
Region 4
Below the current oil water contact, but above the lowest
oil water contact. Water has displaced oil,so the critical
oil saturation with respect to water remains, socrw, with
SW-=1-Socrw-Sgco.
Region 5
Below the lowest oi..l water contact. The gas saturation is
connate, Sgco, and the otl saturation is the connate value
with respect to water, socow. The water saturation is
1-Socow-Sgco.
In any of the phase combi.nations, one or more of the regions may not
exist, depending on the conditions in a cell.

Zh

t••fl///lll//ll/l/l/l////lll/l///ll/l
_ _ _ _ _ 1••fllllll/ll///l///ll//ll////ll/(lll
10

/////////!

I**

/ / GAS //1

//lll/l//1

Zcg _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ l**

,......
f '1t'1t

O[L

l ,.. ,..
Zcw _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,,..,..,..,..,..1t,..1t'lt''lt''lt'1t'lt''lt''lt''lt''lt''lt'1t'lt'1t

!*********************
!*********************

Zl__________ l"'"'"'"'1t"'"'

WATER

,..,..,..1t,..,..,..1t,..,..,..,..,..,..,..,..,..,..,..l

!***********************************!

ln the 85/7 version of Eclip3e the oil-wa.ter contact was sirnply not
per:mitted tobe above the oil-ga.s contact. [n the current 86/1 version
the tr.eatmcnt of the thrce-pha:Je VE ca.3e ha.s been ertended to cover
ECLTPSE November 87
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lhe ca.!Je 1-n wh 1 eh t.he o i l z.one becomcs 1.mmob i l 1.scd. Wh<;n t.h 1 :J occu rs, U1e
oil zonc oocomcs a rcs1.du;,.l salui::alion ovei:: a ccrl.'3111 dcpth 1ntcr.val,
and thc water may eise above this zone, leading lo a gas-watei:: conlacl.
'I'he imrnobili2ed ojl state can occui:: with the ga.s-water contact above,
below or in lhe immobilised oil. The first situation would arü:1e if the
water contact rose up i.nto the origina 1 oi l zone. In the norrn.a 1 thrce
pha.:Je oil case, the residual oil saturation would then have to exist
from the original contact depth to the current. This is possible as long as
sufficient oil saturation exists. tf, however, the contact continucs to rise
a point will be reached at which al 1 the oil exists at residual saturati.on.
tf the contact rises furthP.r, the following immobilioed oil distribution
will exi.st ( assuming connate oil and gas saturations are zero ) :

l**/l///l/liiilll/l/l/l////l///llllll
Zowc-=Zogc_ _ _ _ l**/////////////////////////////////1
!***********************************!
l***********************************I

!*************~*********************!
!*********************
!*********************
OIL
!*********************
!*********************
!*********************
l*********************
!******* WATER *******************!
!***********************************!

Itnm0bilised
oil band at
critical oil
saturation
in water

ECLIPSE now models this immobilised oil state correctly, and will
return reversably to the mobile oil state once a sufficient oil
saturation exists.
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Saturation runctions

There are four keywords that define the saturation--dependenl propert ics of
the reservoir fluids:
Sets vater relative permeability and capillary pressure
as a function of water saturation.
This is required for 2 or 3 phase systems with water.

SWl:"'N

SGE"K

50f'3

-

sets gas relative permeabi.lity and capillary pressure
as a function of gas saturation.
This is required for 2 or 3 phase systems with ga.s.
sets relative permeability of oil in water, and

01.1.

in gas at

the connate water saturati.on, as a function of oil saturati0n.
This is required for 3 phase systems.
SOF2

sets oil relative permeabil ity as a function of oil saturati.on.
This is required for 2 pha.se systems wit.h oil.

Water Saturation Propertics

An example data table is given below:
SWl\T

KRW

PCOW

(PSIA)

SWFN
.22
.3

.o

.4

.07
.15

.s

.24

.6
.8
.9
1.0

.65
.83
1.0

.33

7.0
4.0

3.0
2.5
2.0
1.0
.5
.0

The water saturations must

/

oo entered in ascending order.

The third column i.s the oil-water capil l.ary pressure ( Pcow = Po - Pw ) .
The values can become negative wi.th i.ncreasing water saturati.on, if requircd.
They should all be set to 7.ero i f there is no water-011 capil la.ry pressure.
In saturation tahlcs inten<led for well complelions only (i.e. not refercnccd
for any gr.id block in keywor:d SATNUM) the capi.llary pressure data is not used,
an<l the values entered are disrcgardcd.
rn gas-water pr.oblem.s, the w~t.er
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capillar:y pr:-essure 1.s 1.nt.erpreled as t.he gas--water capillar:y pressur:-e
(

Pcgw -= Pg -

Pw

).

Thr:-ee saturali.on values 1n the table are of special interest:
swcr

The CRrTrCAL water saturation.
This is the highest saturation value for which the relative
permeability is zero. At saturations above this value,
water is mobile. Note that a cr.iticai water saturation MUST
be defined { the SWFN tahle must contain a water saturation
for which krw-=O ) •
In the exarnple above, SWcr ~ 0.22

SWco

The mini.mUill water saturation value in the table.
The Equilibration calc'J.lation (see keyword EQUIL) sets the
water saturation to this value in grid blocks that lie.above
the water contact (or water t.ransition zone). In this respect
swco is the CONNATE water saturation.
In the example shown above, swco -= swcr • If for any reason
the connate water saturation is less than the critical value,
the table should begi.n with the connate value. E.g. for
swco = 0.2 and swcr = 0.22 , the table should begi.n with
the lines
.20
.22
.3

.0
.0
.07

7.0
7.0
4.0

etc.

s-wmax -

The 11\a.Ximum water saturation value in the table.

The Equilibration calculation sets the water saturation to
this value in grid blocks that, lie below the water transi.tion
zone.
In the example shown above, SWtMx = 1.0 , which results in
the water zone being fully saturated with water.
Gas Saturation Properlies

An

example data table is given below:
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KRG

SGAS

Pcgo
( PSTA.)

SGt"N

.0
.04
.1
.2
.3
.4
.5
.6
.7
.78

.o
.o

o.o

.022
.1
.24
.34
.42
.5
.81
1.0

.5
1..0
1..5
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5
3.9

The gas satu-rations

.2

iiiUSt

I

be entered in ascend ing order.

The t.hird column is the oil-gas capill.acy p-ressure ( Pcggl = Pg - Po ) •
The values can sta.rt negative if required. They should all be set. to zerö if
there is no gas-oi l capilla.ry pressure. In saturation tables intended for wel 1
completions only ( i.e. not referenced for any grid block in keyword SA'l'NUM) the
capillary pressure data is not used, and the values entered are disregarded.
In gas-wa.ter problems, the gas-water capillary pressure is defined in the
water saturation table, so the capillary pressure values in the gas saturation
table should be set to %ero.
Three saturation values in the table are of special interest:
sgcr

-

The CRITictu, gas saturation.
This is the highest saturation value for which the relative
permeability is zero. At saturations above this value,
gas is mobile. Note that a crit ical gas saturat ion MUST
be defined ( the SGFN table must contain a gas saturation
for wtl ich krg-=,O ) •
In the example above, Sgcr-== 0.04

Sgco

The minimum gas saturation value in the table.
The Equilil>ration calculation (see keyword EQ(JIL} sets the
gas saturation to this value in grid blocks that lie below
the gas contact (or water transition zone). In this rcspect
Sgco is the CONNA'l.'E gas saturat ion.
Normal ly Sgco = o.o , as in the example above.

S~x -

The maximum gas saturation value in t.he t.able.
The Equilibration calculation s~ts the gas saturation to
this value in gcid blocks that lie above the gas tr.ansi.t.ion
zone.

Nonnally

ECLrP~E
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Saturation Propert.ies

011

The SOr2 and S0r3 tables are used in the calculation of oil relative
permeabi lities. They are not u:Jed in the calculati.on of the initial saturai.ions.
The ECLIPSE equiljbration calculation sets oil saturations using the for.mula
So -=- l - SW - Sg
An ex.ample data table for a 3 phase system is given below:

SOIL

KRDW

JCROG

.0000
.2000
.3800
.4000
.4800
.5000
.5800
.6000
.6800
.7000
. 7400
.7800

.0000
.0000
l"'
,0050
l"'
.0649
l"'
.1250
l"'
.4000
l"'
1.0000

.0000
.0000
.0000
l"'
.0200
l"'
.1000
l"fl"
.3300
l"'
.6000
1.0000

SOF3

The oil saturations must be entered in ascending order in column l. Columns
2 and 3 contain the corresponding oil relative permeabilities for oil-water
systems, and for oil-gas-connate water systems respectively. Colurnns 2 and 3
may contain default specifications ( represented. by l"' ). When the table is

read in, defaults are replaced by values obtained by linear interpolation
( in the above example, the first default in colurnn 2 is replaced by the value
0,0045 )

Two saturation values in the table are of special interest:

Socr

-

SorMx -

The CRITICAf. oil saturation.
This is the highest saturation value for which BO'ffi the oil-water
and oil-ga.s permeabilities are zero. At saturations above this
value, oil is mobile. Note that a critical oil saturat.ion MUST
be defined ( the S0r3 table must conta.in an oil saturat ion
for which both 1<:row and krog are O ) .
In the example above, Soc:r -= 0.20
The ma.ximum oil saturation value in the table.
This should be equal to l - Swco as determincd from the SWt""N
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lahle. The lwo oi l relal1.ve per.meab111.leG ahould be lhe samc al
Sorn.--ix ( bolh r:epr:esenl a c,1.:Je with so-somnx, SW-"'SWco and Sg--=O ) .
ECLIPSE r:epor:ls an err:or: 1f this cond1.tion is not satisfied.

Thrce Phase Oil Relative Permeability Models

A choice of thrce different formulae are availahle in ECLIPSE to allow
users to determine the sensitivity of a reservoir model to a particular f.orm
of the thrce phase oil relative per:meability. The default IDOdel for the throe
pha.:Je oil relative permeability is baaed on an assumption of complcte
segregation of the water and gas within each grid cell. The model providcs a
simple but effective formula which avoids the problems associated with other
methods ( poor c,onditioning, negative values·etc. ). ECLIPSE also contatns
options for using either of the modified thrce phase oil relative perr..eabjlity
models suggested by stone. These modP.ls are summarised i.n •Petroleum
Reservoir Simulation·, Aziz and Settar.i, p33.

The default model assumed by ECLIPSE is shown in Figure 1. The oil saturation
i.s a.ssumed tobe constant and equal to the block average value, So, throughoul
the cell. The gas and water are assumed tobe completely segregated, except that
the water saturation in the gas zone is equal to the connate saturation, swco.
The full breakdown, assurning the block average saturations are So, SW and Sg
( with So+ SW + Sg; l ) is as follows:
In a fraction Sg/(Sg+SW-Swco) of the cell ( the gas zone ) ,
the oil
saturation is So
the water saturation is swco
the gas
saturation is Sg + sw - Swco
In a fraction (SW-SWco)/{Sg+SW-SWCo) of the ce 11 ( the water ,;one),
the oil
saturation is So
the water saturation is Sg +
the gas
saturation is 0

sw

The oil relative peuneability is then given by
{ Sg.krog + (SW-Swco).krow)
kro
( Sg + SW - Swco)

where krog is the oil relative permP.abiJity for a system with oi.1, gas and
connate water ( tabulated as a function of So ), and krow ·is the oil relative
permeabi lity for a system with oil and water only ( also tabulated as a funct. ion
of So ) .
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swco

1-So-Swco

So

-----************000000

0
water
gas

----************000000
----************000000

----*** gas ***000000
----*** zone ***000000

0

----************000000
---************000000
----************000000

oil

Sg/(Sg+SW-SWco)

water --000000
zone ----OOCX)QQ
------000000
----000000

l.

So

1-So

Figure 1

The second model available in ECLIPSE for calculating values of the
thrce phase oil relative permeability is a modified version of the first
model suggested by stone ( Trans AIHE,249,1970,214-218 ). The formula is
kro-= krocw. sso. Fw. Fg
where

krocw

~

value of the oil relative permeabiJity in the presence of
connate water only
(l - swco - Som)

SSO

-= ( So - Som) /

Fw

-= krow /

Fg

- krog / ( krocw . ( l - SSg ) )

SSW

-=- ( SW -

ssw ) )

( l

( krocw

when So> SOm

where

SSg

ECL[PSE

Nove~r 87

SWco

) /

Sg /

(

l

swco

Som

when sw

>

swco

( l - SWco - Som)
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In the3e formulae so,Sw and Sg denole block avwcagcd valucs f.or the 01 l,
water and gas sa.lural1.ons 1.n a gr1.d cell. Krog denotes the 011 relat.1.ve
per:meability for a syslem with oil, gas and connate wator, and kcow denotes
the oil relative pe~ability foL a system with oil and water only. Both
two pha3 e oil relative permeability functions are tabulated as functions of
oil saturation in the input data. Som is the minimum residual oil saturati.on.
Krocw denotes the oil relative permeability in the presence of connate water
only.
The calculation of three phase oi.l relative permeability using Stone•s
method l is enabled by means of STONEl keyword in the PROl?S sect ion of the
input data. Tabulated output of the throe phaoe oil relative permeability
values are contn>lled by the 1st. argument of the Rl?TPROPS keyword.

The third model provided in ECLIPSE for calculating values of the
throe pha..se oil relative permeability is a modified form of the second tnO?el
suggested by stone ( J. can. Pet. Tech., 12, 1973, 53-61 ) . The formula is

1<:ro-= lcrocw . ( (krowfkrocw + kn.}.(krogjkrocw + krg) - kn1 - krg )
where Jt;:rog denotes the oil relative permeability for a system with oil, gas
and connate water; krog denotes the oil relative permeability for a system
with oil and water only. Both sets of ~ phase oil relative permeability
functions are tabulated as functions of oil saturation in the input data.
Krocw is the oil relative permeability in the presence of connate water only.
Note the values of kro produced by this formula can be negative. The
problem can be overcome by setting a lower bound of zero on the values of
lcro.
The calculation of three phase oil relative percneability using stone•s
method 1 is enabled by means of STONE2 keyword in the PROPS section of the
input data. Tabulated output of the three phase oil relative percneabi lity
values are controlled by the 1st. argument of the RPTPROPS keyword.

The two stone•s models should not be used at present with either the
hysteresis or the saturation table end point scaling options.

Table End Points

In the Equili..bration calculation (sce keyword EQUIL) the water and
saturation values above and below the transition zoncs are detennincd
m.aximum and minimurn saturation values in thc water and gas saturation
The oil saturation valucs are thus defined con3equentially from these
The initial saturations in each zone are shown in Figure 2
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=
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=
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Figure 2
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conBislency Requirements

The oil, water and gas satur.ation tablcs, for each part1.cular salural1on
table number region, must obcy certain cons1.stency requ1rernents. These are
detailed bclow.
1..

sgmax

must not excced

l - SWCo

If this condition is violated, the gas saturation in the gas cap
will be re-set to 1 - swco, to prevent a negative oil saturation.
Normally, if there is no oil in the gas cap,
2.

Sgco

must not exceed

Sgmax

,=

1 - swco

1 - swmax

tf this conditi.on is violated, the gas saturation i.n the water zone
will be re-set to 1 - SWmax, to prevent a negative oi.l saturation.
Nor.mally, there i.s no initial frce gas below the gas cap and the
water zone is fully saturated with water, thus Sgco = o
and SWmax ,= l
3.

Somax

must equal

1 - St.lco

4.

krow(Somax)

must equal

krog( somnx)

5.

krw{ SW=O)

= krg( Sg=O)

-= krow( 5<>--0) -" krog( So--0 ) -= 0.

otherwise, pha.ses can be mobile even at zero saturati.on and there is
nothing to stop saturations going negative.
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HySt..<"!rCSl S

This appen<hx describes the ECLIPSE hysteresis opti.on.
'l"his option enables the user to specify different saturation functions
for drainaqc ( decreasing wetting phase saturation ) and imbi.bition
( increas ing wett ing phase saturat ion ) procQsses.
'I.'he user supplies two saturation function table numbers for each cell,
using the SAffiUM and IMBNUM keywords in the REGIONS section. 'l't\cse provide
respectively the pri.ma.ry drainage and pendular imbibition curves.
'i1le primary drainage curve is for a procoss which starts at. the maxi..-num
possi.ble wetting phase saturation, SWmaxd. ( This value wi.ll depend upon
the endpoints of the saturation tables specified using the SATNUM keyword.)
If the wetting phase saturati.on decreases to SWmi.n, this prim;,ry drainage
curve is used.

In a simi.lar way, if the i.nitial saturat.ion is SWmin, and the wetting
pha!Je saturation irkreases to SWmaxi, the trnbi.bition table data wi 11 be
used. ( The maximum wetting phase saturati.on which can be reached, SWmaxi,
i.s determined from the endpoints of the tables specified using the IMBNUM
keyword, a.nd wi U generally be less than SWmaxd. )
If the drainage or imbibition process is reversed at some point, the
data used does not si.mply run back over its previous values. The way in
which this hysteresi.s process is treated in ECT,IPSE follows the techniqucs
descri..bed in • Petroleum Reservoir Simulation•, A?.i~ and settari, p398 ;
J.E.Ki.llough, Trans. AlHE, 261, 1976, p37; and F.M carlson, SPE lOlS?,
San ~ntonio, 1981.
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Using the ECL[PSE Hysteresis OplLon

The hysleresis option in ECL[PSE is enabled by setting the QHYSTR opti.on
to T in the RUNSPEC section of the input data. The normal saturation table
m.nnbers in the REGIONS section are talcen as defining the drainage curves.
A new set of keywords, [MBNUM, [MBNUMX, IMBNUMX-, •• , IMBNUMZ-, are u:1ed to
specify the tables to be used for each cell to supply imbibition curves.
If the i.mbibition and drainage table numbers for a cell are t.he same, no
hysteresis will occur for that cell.

flle llt.h to the 17th arguments of the RPTREGS keywoJ;:'d will control
the output of the entered i.mbibition table region number data.
A further Jceyword, EHYSTR in the PROPS section, is specific to hysteresis.

'!nis sets t.he values of t'-..l'O para.-neters that determine the form of the
scanning curves for capillary pressure hysteresis and wetting phane relative
permeabUity hysteresis, and selects one of a choice of models for relative
permeabil.ity hysteresi.s.
The reservoir is always equilibrated using the drainage curves.
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Relative PermeabilLty Hysteresis in the Non-WettLng Pha~e

T"ne non-wetting pha.ses <1re oi..l ( in an oi 1-water or thrce-pha!Je tun) ;rnd
gas ( in an oil-qa.s, water-qas or thrce-phase t:Un). A typical pair of
relative pern,eability curves for a non-wetting pha.se is shown below. The
curve ma.rked with d's represents the user--suppl:i.ed drainage relative
permeability table, and the c1.n:ve ma.rked with i •s represents the uoersupplied imbibition mlatave permeability table. (Note that non---wetting
phase saturation increases from right to left in this diagram). 'It\e critical
saturation of the imbibition curve ( Sncri) is greater than that of the
drainage curve ( snct:d). 'It\e two curves MOST meet at the maxi.mum saturation
value ( snmax) .
f

2
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i
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SnIMX
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sncri

sncrt

l+

Sncrd

<=~~~""-"Non wetting phase saturation

wetting phase saturation-=----c«
COnsider
is carried
imbibition
imbi.bition

~>

a drainage process starting at point l. If a full drainage process
out, the bounding drainage curve is followed to point 2. !f an
process then occurs, the water saturation increasing, the oounding
curve is followed to point 3, the imbi.bition critical aaturation.

But suppo3e that the drainage prOCGss is reversed at some intermediate poinl
4. A scanning curve resul.ts, which is marked by s•s in the diagc-am. The
critical saturation remaining at point s is the trapped critical saturat i.on
( Sncrt ), which is a function of the maximum non-wett i..ng pha!3e saturat ion
reached in the run ( Shy) .
If a further drainage proce!Js begi.ns from any point on the scanni.ng curve
5 to 4, the same scanning curve is retraced until Shy is reached, at which
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poinl lhe di:-a1.nage curve is reJ01.ned. Shy UJ updale<l dur1.ng the run, uo lhal.
furt.her imb1bit'ion proces3es would occur along lhe appropriato ocanning

curvcs.
'Illere is a choice of two methods for the generat ion of ecanning curves from
a given value of Shy: Carlson•s method and Killough's method. These methods
are described in the pa.pers referenced above. The choice of method ie
~ r n e d by Item 2 in keyword EHYSTR.
carlson•s method produces a scanning curve that is parallel to the
imbibition curve. It can be vi.sualised by shifting the imbi.bition curve
horür.ontally until it _cuts the drainage curve at the saturation Shy. When
this method is chosen, it is i.mportant to ensure that the imhibition curve is
always steeper than the drainage curve at the same Kr value. If this is not
the case, the scanning curve oould cross to the right of the drainage curve,
which may produce a negative value of Sncrt.
Killough's method does not have such a simple geometric interpretation.
For a given value of Shy, the trapped critical saturation is calculated as
sncrt

,::

Sncrd

+

( Shy - Sncrd )/ [ l + C ( Shy - Sncrd ) ]

where

c

-=

1/{ sncri - Sncrd )

1/{ snmax - sncrd)

{Killough's formulae have been adapted to allow for non-zero values of Sncrd.)
The relative permeability for a particular saturation Sn on the scanning
curve is
Km{ Sn)

-=

Krni{ Snorm) Krnd.{ Shy) / Krnd( snmax)

~ r e Krni and Krnd. represent the relative permeabil ity values on the
bounding imbibition and drainage curves respectively, and
Snorm

_.,

Sncri

+

( Sn - sncrt ) ( snmax - sncri )/( Shy - sncrt )

Wi.th Ki llough' s method Sncrt wi 11 always lie bet~n Sncrd and Sncr.i. But if
the drainage and imbibiti.on curves are ma:de to coincide, the scanning cutve
will not necessarily follO<,t' this combined. curve, except at its end points.
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Relative Permeabi l1ty Hysteresis 1.11 the Welt 1ng Pha!le

water is the wetting phase in all 'C'\.IOS containing water. Oil is the
"'1'Ctting phase in o'i.l-<Jas runs. There is an option in two-pha:10 runs to u!Je
the Killough model for wetting phase hysteresis. Other:wi:1e the same curve
will be u:1ed to obtain the wetting phase relative permeability in both
drainage and imbi.bition processcs (the um~r can select either the drainage
curve or the i.mbibition curve}. 'I.'he option is selected in Item 2 of the
EHYSTR keywotd. It is not available i.n throe-pha.se runs.

A typica.l pair of wetting phase relative permeabil ity curves suitable for
the Killough model is shown below. The curve ma.rked with d's represents the
user-supplied drainage relative permeability table, and the curve ma.rked with
i•s rep~esents the user-supplied. imbibition relative permeability table. The
two curv<?s MUST meet at the connate saturat ion ( SWCo : l - snma.x) • The
maximum saturation on the imbibition curve is l - Sncri.
l

d
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s
i

d
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d

+-·----2
1-S~x

+
1-Sncri

Welting phase saturation--------

1-Sncrl
->

An initial drainage process would follow the drainage curve (point 1 to
poi.nt 2). ll.n i.mbibit ion process start ing at point 2 ( sw ~ swco = l - Snmax)
follows the bounding i.mbibition curve (point 2 to point 3). Point 3
( SW -= l - Sncri) is the maximum wetting phase saturat i.on that can be reached
starting from swco, since the trapped non-wett ing pha3e saturat i.on is Sncri.
An imbibition process that starts from an intet:me<iiate saturation (point 4)
will follow a scanning curve (point 4 to point 5). The saturation at poinl 4
is SW - l - Shy, where Shy is the maximurn non-wetting pha:1e saturati.on
reached. The maximurn saturati.on that can be reach<?d on the scanning curve
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(po1-nl 5} 1s sw ~ l - Sncrl, where Sncrl 1s lhe lrapped crLt.ical
of the non-wetting pha3c, ao dcfined in the previoua oeclion.

ü<i.t.ura.t.1011

rf a further drainage process begins from any point on the scanning curve,
the same scanning curve is retraced until poi.nt 4 is reache<l, where the
drai.nage curve is rejoined.

!Cillough's method for calculating the scanning curves uses some of the
quantitics derived in the previous 9ection for the non-wetting pha9e. The
trapped critical non-wetting phase saturation Sncrt is determined for the
particular value of Shy. The "1etting phase relative peaneability at the
complcmentary saturation is calculated, thus fixing the position of point 5,
Krw(

1-Sncrt)

-=

Krwd( 1-sncrt)

+

( Krwi( 1-Sncri) - Krwd( 1-Sncri) )
( ( s_ncrt - sncrd )/( sncri - sncrd ) J uA

where the exponent A is a curvature parameter entered in Item 3 of
the keyword l=:HYSTR. Krwd a nd Krwi represent the wett ing phase
relative permeability values on the bounding drainage and irobibition
curves respectively.
The relative permeability for a particular saturation sw on the scanning
curve is
Krw{SW}

~

Krwd(l-Shy)

+ ( Krw(l-Sncrt) - Krwd(l-Shy) ) Krwi(l,-Snorm) / Krwi(l-Sncri)
where Snorm is the function of Sn (.,,, 1-SW) defined in the non-wetting
phase hysteresis section.
l'\S with Killough's non-wetting pha.Ge hysteresis model, if the drainage and
imbibition curves are made to coincide the scanning curve will in general
only meet this combined curve at its end points (points 4 and 5).
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Capill~ry Prcssurc Hystcr.esio

Given the method descr.i.bed in the pr.evious section for calculating Sncrt,
the tr.apped non-wetting phase saturation, now consider capillary presoure
hysteresis. Again, the data available is thc pr.imary drainage and imbibition
curvcs. consider the water capillary pressure ca3e :
2
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Wetting phase saturation====---=>
Again,. suppose the drainage process starting at 1 is reversed at an
intermediate saturati.on Shy ( point 4 ). The capillary pressure again traverses
a scanning curve from 4 to the trapped critical nonwetting pha.se saturation at
s. This curve is formed as a t.1eighted average of the drainage and i.mbibi.t i.on
curvos, starting with 100% drainage curve at point 4. The form used is that
suggested by Killough:
Pc .,,, Pcd

+ F .( Pci - Pcd )

with

F - ( 1/(SW-SWhy+E) - 1/E )/( 1/(SWma-SWhy+E) - 1/E )

in which:
E ia a pararneter of the or:tler of 0.1, entered in Item 1 of the
EHY!>'"TR keyword.
SWhy i.s the water. saturation at the hysteresis reversal point
SWma is the maximum water saturation attainable allowing for

4

the trapped non-wetting phase saturation (ie at Sn~ Sncrt).
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suppose that a second reversal, b."1ck lo a dra1.nage proce.s!J, occucs al po1nl
6, rat.h~r than continuing to swma. Unl1ke lhe case of relative per.meabi 1 ily
hysteresis, this does not re-traverse the scanning curve, but follows a ncw
drainag,z to imbibition to drainage scanning curve which returns to the poinl
4, markcd by t • s in the above diagram.
The form of this is :
Pc -=- Pci

+ G.( Pcd - Pci }

with
G -=- (

1/( Sdep- SW+E) - 1/E )/( 1/( Sdep--SW'hy+E) - 1/E )

in which :
SWhy is the water saturation at the hysteresis reversal point
Sdep is the depa.rture saturation, the point at which G ~ o.

4

The case in which an unbibition process is reversed on to an i.tnb1bit i.on
to drainage sc~nning curve is enti.rely analogous. The form of the scanning
curve is
PC= Pci + F.{ Pcd - Pci)
with
F ; ( 1/(Swhy-SW+E) -

l/E )/{ 1/(SW'hy-SWmax+E) - 1/E )

in which:
is the water saturation at the hysteresis reversal point.
In this case it is the maxirnum water saturation in the run.
swmax is the maxinlt..UI\ attainable water saturation, which is the
sa.me for irobibition and scanning curves

SWhy

Simi.lar expressions are used for gas capiJ.;iry pressure hysteresi.s. In this
cage the gas saturation is the non--wetting saturation, and drainage to
imbi.bition scanning curves return to the trapped critical ga.s saturati.on.
In the thrce pha.se and gas wa.ter cases both water and gas capillary pressure
hysteresis occurs.
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Equillhration

l.

rntroduc;tion

The initial rcservoir conditions can oo defined in one of thrcc ways:
(1) They can be read ft:Om a restart fj_le ~nerated by an earli..P.r run

( see key-,,,ord RESTART ).

(2) They can be set directly in each gr.i.d block, using the keywords
PRESSURE, SWAT, SGAS, RS and RV.

(3) They can be calculated by the equi1ibrati.on faci.li.ty.

Th<! equilibration facility is a means of calculating the i.nitial conditions
on the basis of hydrostatic equilibrium. If necessary, the reservoir can be
divided into sepa.rate 'equiUbration regions• in which hydrostatic equilibrium
exists independently of the other regions. The number of equi.libration regions
( NTEQUL ) must be specified in the RCJNSPEC sectton.
Within each equilibration
region all the grid blocks must use the same pressure table for their PVT
properties, but they can use diffet:ent saturation tablcs.

2. Data Requirements

The data quantities required by the equilibration faci.lity are entered using
the keyword EQUtL. f'or each equilibration region, the engineer should specify
the pressure at a given datum depth, the positions of the gas--oil and watP.r-oil
contacts, and the value of the capillary pressure at each contact. If thore is
no gas cap, the gas--oil contact should be placed above the top of the reservoi r;
and likcwise if th<!re is no mobile water, the water-oil contact should be placcd
far enough below the bottom of the reservoir to exclude the transit 'i.on zone.

The dissolved gas concentration ( Rs ) can bo entered as a function of depth
using the keyword RSVO. But this procedure is optional; if a table is not
referencoo, the dissolved gas concentt:a.ti.on i.n under-saturated oi 1 is everywhere
oet equal to the saturated Rs value at the gas-oil contact.
If an Rs v depth
table is requi.red for: any equilibration region, however, NTEQUL such tables
must be entered using the keywot:d RSVO. The maximt.rm number of depth valucs in
any such table ( NDRXVO ) must be set in the RONSPEC s~tion.
At any positi..on
in the r<?servoi,r, the Rs v-alue obtained from as Rs v depth table is subject to
an upper limit equal to the saturated value at the local pressure, since the Rs
value cannot
e ' ~ this.

reasonabty''
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rn gas condensate problems, the vapourised oil concentr<1.t.ion ( Rv) in
u 1m~r-saturaled gas can be net. in a eirni Vu: mannor, using lhe keyword RVVO.
I(
a tahle of Rv v deplh is not refercnced by a p;Jrticular equilibcation regi.on,
the vapourised oil concentt:"ation in un<lP.r-saturated gas is everywhere set equal
to the sat.urated Rv valuc at the ga.s~il conta.ct. At any position in the
reservoir, the Rv value obtained from a table or the default setting is eubject
to an upper limit equal to the saturated Rv value at the local pressure.

'Ibe datum. depth for the pressure can lie anywhere in the equilibrat.ion
region, unlcss the default setting of Rs or Rv is required.
If in a live otl
problem an Rs v depth table is not referenced tor the region, the dat.um deplh
must be set at the gas-oi l contact. 'l'he same i:estriction is imposed in gas
condensate pt'Oblems ,menever an Rv v depth table is not referenced.
In gas--water pt'Oblems, instead of a gas-oi.l contact a."ld a water-oil contact
there is a gas-water contact. 'l'here is no nced to enter any data concerning t.he
non-existent oil pha.se. But it is also possilile to have a gas-water contact in
a t.hrce-phase problem; namely in a gas oondensate problem where all the o'il is
initially vapourised in t.he gas pha.oe. In this case the water-oil contact and
the gas-oil contact should both be placed at the gas-water contact. In problems
containing a gas-water contact, the gas-water capillary pressure should be
supplied in the water saturation tablcs ( keyword SW~1N } • For consist.ency, the
capillary pressure dat.a in the gas sat.urat.ion tablcs should be aet to zero.

3. calculating the Initial COnditions

Wit.hin each equilibration region, the calculation is performed in bio stagcs.
The first stage sets up an int.ernal t.able of phase pressuros, Rs and Rv agai.nst
oopt.h. 'I'he second st.age interpolates this table to obtain the fluid conditi.ons
in each grid block in the region.
The internal table stores the values of t.he phase pressures ( Po, Pw, Pg ),
the dissolved gas conoentrati.on ( Rs ), and in gas cond<!nsate problerns the
vapourised oil concentration ( Rv ), at. a number of depths within the
equilibration region. The depth points are spa,ced equally throughout the
regi.on. The nurobet:" of dept.h points in t.his t.able ( KOP~ ) is set in the
R<JNSPEC section.
The default value is 100 , but this can be increased "1hen
f1.ner definition is required, for example in problems ~ r e the oil r.ooe
occupios only a am.all fraction of the overall rcservoi r thickncss.

Betwoen ~ach pair of depth points in the t.able, t.he pressure gradi.ent of
each pha.se is calculated iteratively using a density consistent with the

aver-age p~sure within the depth step. If the datum oopth lies in the oi 1
r;one, the oil- pressure values are calculated first, stepping ft:"om the da.turn
deplh up to the top a.nd down to the bottom of the equilibr-ation regi.on. The
water- pr:essure on the oil-water- contact can now ~ obtained, and the water:
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pcessure values are calculated. SunLla~ly the gas pccssuce valucs acc
calculated starting from the gas--oil contact. Th0 RJJ values are calculated,
eit.her:- fr.om an Rs v depth table suppl ied in the input data or:- by default.i ng
to the saturated Rs value 011 the ga..s---011 contact. The values are subje-ct to
an upper liroit equal to the saturated R.s value at the local pressurc. The Rv
values are obta.ined in a similar manner in gas condensate probloms.
In the second stage of the equilibration calculation, the local fluid
conditions are determi~ in each grid block in too equilibration region. The
internal table i.S interpolated to obtain the values of Po, Pw, Pg, Rs and Rv
at. the gr.id block centre depth. flle water saturation is determined by inverse
look-up of the water capil lary pressure table ( entered with keyword swrn ) for
the gr.id block, such that
Pcow( Sw )

-

Po -

Pw

If Po-Pw exceeds the highest capillary pressure value in the SWl:1N table
( corrosponding to the lowest saturati.on value SWmi.n ), the wat.er saturatf.on is
set equal to SWmi.n. If Po-Pw is less than the lowest capillary pressure in
the SWf'N table ( corresponding to the highast saturation value SWmax ), t.he
~ter saturation i.S set equal to SWmax and the oil pressure is adjusted to
follow the water pressure gradient.

'I'he gas saturation is sim.ilarly determined by inverse look-up of the gas
capillary pressure table ( keyword SGFN ) for the gr-id block, such that

Pcog( Sg )

-=

Pg -

Po

tf Pg-Po is less than the lowest capillary pressure value in the SGFN table
( corresponding to the lowest saturation value Sgmin ), the gas saturati.on is
aet equal to Sgmin. If Pg-Po is elt'Ceed.s the highest capillary pressure in
the SGFN table ( corresponding to the highest saturati.on value Sgmax ), the
gas saturation is set equal to Sgmax and the oil pressure is adjusted to follow
the gas pressure gradient.

In live oil probletD:S, the Rs value is siroply interpolated ft:0m the internal
table at the gcid block depth. However, if there is a non-r.ero gas saturati.on
at that depth the Rs value is re-set to the saturated Rs value at the local
presstJt:e. flle Rv value is obtained in a simi.lar manner in gas condensate
prob lP.mS .
Since the water and gas saturations outside tru? transition zones are 3et to
the r-espective end-point values in the SW!:-'N and SG!:-"'N tables, the end-poi.nts of
the two tables must be oonsistent. Norrnally the lowest gas saturation in the
SGFN table should be r.:~ro ( so that Sg -= o belO\o' the gas transition zone ),
and the higoost ,gg,.s, .;'l~j;,1,1r:-~;;,i9~ J.r,,t:!',t,;3 }~.!.?J.trc,,~1:c?:112 ,be l ...: SWmin ( so that
SO = O above the gas transition zone }.
The lo....-cst water:- satur:-ation valuc in
the SWl:-'N table should be the connate value ( so that sw = Swco above the wat.er:-
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transition z-:one ), and the highest water saturation in this tahle should be
1.0 ( so that sw ~ l.O oolow the wilt.er tramntion z-:ono ).
Tho consistency
requirements beb1cen satur-ation tables are deta1 led in the Technical Appendi.x
entitled 'Saturation Punct1ons'.
In cases ~ r e the water-oil ans gas--oil transition z-:o~s closely over.lap,
the treatment outlined above ma.y produce negative oil saturations. f'orexample, 'Where the water-oi.l transit ion zone extends above the gas-oil
transition zone, the water saturation ( sw , 5'imlin ) and the gas saturat.ion
( sg • Sgm;tx ) wi 11 add to mor:e than 1.0 . If this oocurs, t.he water and
gas sa.turati.ons will be recalculated f.t:Om the gas--wa.ter capillary prossure,
wich is tak.en as the SUlll of the water--oil and gas-oil capillaey prossuros
PcoW( SW )

-t-

Pcog( Sg -= 1-SW )

""'

Pg -

Pw

4. Accurate Fluids in Place Calculati.on

The accuracy of the initia.l fluids in place calculation can be control.led
by the engincer. There are throe options, whi.ch a.re selected according to t.he
value of an integer { N } specified in the EQOIL keyword.
( l} centre-point equilibration ( N .:. o ) .
The simulator sets the fluid saturations in each grid block accordi.ng

to the conditions at the cent.re of the block. This opt.ion is the
fastest of the thrce, but it is the least accurate, particular.ly in
cases where a fluid contact pasoes through large grid blocks.
( 2} Horizontal block averaging ( N <

o ).

The top and bottom halves of each grid block are divided i.nto a

specified number of equal ly spaced layers, and the saturations are
detetll\ined locally in each layer. The pha!le saturations for the
block a.re set equal to the average of the saturations in each layer.
'n\is option provides a more accurate calculation of the fluids in
place.
( 3 ) Tilted block averaging (

N >

o ).

'n\is option is simila:r:- to option {2), but it tak<?S into account the
slope of each grid block. The top and bottom. fac<?s of the blocks
are treated as planes that are t:i.lted about their central points.
If the NEW'I'RAH keyword has be<?n entered, the tilt is deter.mined
from the block oorner point depths. ot.herwioe the faces are ti lted
towat'ds the centres of the corrosponding faces of the neighbour:-ing
blocks within the equilibration region. The pha!Je saturations in
each block ·are caletila't.~' as a "1"eighted avera<ge -of the saturati.ons
in each layer, -weighted accoroing to the area of each layer that is
encl03ed "'ithin the block. This option providcs the most accurate
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calculation of fluids Ln place.
Option (1) produccs 'quiescent• inLtLal C<>ndLtLons, making a true
steady-state solution. ~ more accurate options (2) and (3), however, do not
produce absolutely quiescent initial conditions. Thore wil 1 be a
redistribution of fluids betwcen gr-id blocks near the contacts when the
sirnulation begins, which occurs ind<?pendently of any axternal driving force
( wells etc. ). 'nle reason i.s that a steady state solution on the fine
equilibrat.i.on grid ( in "1hich eacb block is subdivided into several layers )
is not necessarily a steady st.ate solution on the coaroer simulat. ion gri.d.
If
the redistribution of fluids pi:oouces a significant transient wh<?n the
simulation is started, the engineer can overx:x,me this by setting the •quiescence
switch• ( QUIESC in the RCJNSPEC section ). If t.his switch is S<?t t.o T,
modifications wi.1.1 be applied to the phase pressures to make the i.nitial
solution a true steady state. fll<?se pressure moäifications wi.11 be applied
for the du rat ion of the run.
rf the vertical Equilibri.um option is used ( QVEOPT -'= T in the RUN~PEC:
section ), an exact VE equilibration method can be Chosen by selecting opt.ion
( 1 ).
tnstead of the centre-poi.nt calculation, the opt.i.on will calculate the
fluid saturations in each gdd block directly from the contact depths.
It
employs the same relationship beb.teen saturations and contact depths that is
subsequently used for the Simulation. Option ( l) is the recommendad opt.i.on in
VF. runs.

s.

The Threshold Pressure Facility

If the reservoir contai.ns t,-,o or more communicating equilti>ration regi.ons
having different pressures or contact depths, fluid will flow between t.hcae
regions i.mmediately the simulation begins. The •quiescence switch' wjll only
produce local steady state conditions within each separate equilibrat.ion region.
Global quiescence, howewr, can be achieved by using the Threshold Prcssure
facility. 'rhe facility provents flow betwcen ad.jacent equili.brati.on rogions
fl:Otll occurring until the potential differenca exceeds a specifieq. threshold
value. 'rhereafter the potential difference for flow across equiHbrat.ion
region boundaries is ~uced by the appropriate threshold valuc.
'fue Th~hold Pressure facility is enabled by fretting the switch QTHPRS to
T in the RUNSPEC section.
Each interface between adjacent equilibrat.i.on
regions wi 11 then hav-e its own threshold pressure. If QREVTfl is also set to F
in the RUNSPEC section, each interface ..,ill have t""° t.hr:eshold pressuros, one
f.or fl<N in each directi.on. The thr:-eshold pr:essure valucs are set using t.he
keyworo THPRES.
Valucs can be def.a.ulted t.o the maxi.mum potential diff~rence

betwe!-en communicat.ing cells across the interface ( i.e. j~st sufficient. to
prevent fl<N occurring across the interface before the reser:voi r is pertudxxl ) .
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7.0

CONSTITUENT TRACKING
The ECLIPSE model includes a constituent tracking by convection (and

numerical diffusion) only.

This is an approximate method for determining

constituent transport.
Also, the model oil properties to vary regionally.
are described in this section.
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Tracer Track1ng
The ECLIPSE tracer tracking option is a general facili.ty to follow
movement of •ma.rked' fluid elements during a simulation run.

the

The tracer tracking opti.on has a wide variety of reservoir mode11 i.ng
applications. In the caoe of tracers defined to exist in the water phase, it
may be used, for example, to determine the movement withi.n the reoervoi r of
water injected into any number of injection welle or to predict the variations
in salinity or concentration of other chemical species in the water produced
fr.om the reservoir.
Tracers it".ay a1...ao be defined to exist in a hydrocarbon phase, and the
ECT,IPSE tracer opti.on will model the exchange of the tracer fluid elements
betwcen the free and solution states whenever mass transfer takes place in
the associated hydrocarbon pha.se. The tracer option is therefore useful in
predicting the movement of the initial frce gas or solution gas during the
evolution of reservoir.
The tracer concentrations can be initialioed on a region basis using a
depth table method of data 'input. This method of data input is especially
suited to tracking fluid 'Which initially exists within a particular region of
the reservoir. In the case of gas condensate reservoirs, it is thus possjble
to track the oil which initially exists in the vapour pha.se in separate
regions of the reservoir and to determine its subsequent movement through the
reservoir grid. 'l'he tracer option could also be used to predict the
concentration of chemical i.mpur.ity species ( such as the sulphur content of
the oil ) in the hydrocarbon production strearns.
The ECLIPSE tracer tracking option allows up to 50 tracers tobe defined in
a single run. Each tracer exists in a particular stock tank phase although
mass exchange of the tracer fluid may occur betwaen the free and solution
states of each pha.se. This ensures that if, for example, a tracer is defined
to be the dry gas injected into an undersaturated oi l reservoj r the so lut i.on
of the injected tracer gas into the oil is modelled accurately. Re-injecti.on
of tracer gas cannot, however, be tnodelled in the curr;ent tracer opti.on.
The current ECLIPSE tracer tracking option assumes that the presence of
tracers does not affect the PVT properties of the phases i.n which they are
embedded. The tracers are thus to be regarded as passi~e. The tracer
equations are a set of conservation equations for each tracer species with an
exchange term for hydrocarbon phase tracers to model mass transfer effects.
The tracer concentrations are updated fully-i.rnplicitly at the end of e~ch
ti.me-step after the oil, water and gas flows have been computed.
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Cont.rol O( Numerical Diffusion
The d1.fferent1.al equations governing the evolut.ion of the
concentration of tracer species within each grid cell are a oeries of
linear convection equations. ECL(PSE solves the tracer transport
equations at each ti.me-step using a ful.ly implicit time discretisati.on.
such a system of difference equations is particularly prone to exhibiting
the effects of numerical diffusion errors, particularly in regions of the
grid where tracer concentrations vary most rapidly. The smearing of
tracer interfaces tends tobe most apparent in single phase regions ( e.g.
gas injection into a gas cap, water injection into aquifers ).
M option has baen included in the ECLIPSE tracer model to reduce the
effects of numerical di.ffusion on tracer interfaccs. At present the opti.on
applies to tracers embedded in phases where no ma.ss transfer effects can
take place. The option is activated in tracer runs by means of the Q'l'OISP
pa.rameter in the RUNSPEC section of the input data file.
Using the ECLIPSE Tracer Tracking Facility
The tracer tracking facility in ECLIPSE is activated by means of thrce
integers NOTRAC,NWTRAC,NGTRAC set in the RUNSPEC section of the input data.
These three integers represent the maximum nurnber of tracers tobe defined in
each of the three stock tanJc phascs - water, oil and dry gas. It is recomrnended
that the precise nUIIlber of tracers to be tracked should be specified i.n the
RUNSPEC section in order to minimise the memory requirements of the model.
The names of each tracer and their associated stock tank phases are defined
using the TRACER keyword in the PROPS section of the input data. The maxi.mum
n ~ r of rows of data is ( NOTRAC+NWI'RAC+NG'I'RAC). Each tracer name is, at
present, limited tobe a narne of up to 3 characters in length. The output of
TFACER data is controlled by the 10th. Qrgument in the Rl'TPROPS keyword.
In the case of tracers defined to exist in the gas phase when the QOIGAS
pararneter (sce RUNSPEC section) is set to T, or tracers defined i.n the oil
phase when the QGCOND pa.rameter (sce RUNSPEC section) is set to T, then the
full tracer solution consists of a concentration i.n the frce a.nd solution
state of its associated pha..se. ECL1PSE auto~tically allocates space for
tracers which may exist in the frce or solution state, and issues er.r.or
messages whenever insufficient data is provided to c,=tlculate the initial
tracer conditions.
The initial tracer concentrations ma.y be supplied in one of two ways. The
most du:ect method 1.s enumerat ion using the keyword 'l'BLK in f.he"sownoN
section of the input data. An alternative method is to def1.ne a series of
ECL[PSE November 87
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t_racer concenlral 1.on versus dcplh lables in U1e sor.,u·rroN dala, loget.hcr w1.lh
the associated region nUIDoors in the REG[ONS sect.ion o( the inpul dala. ~'he
da.ta 1.s enlered by rneans of the keywords 'l'VDP and T'NUH respectively, and
control of the depth table and region dala output is achieved using the
RPTSOL and RPTREGS keywords. The keywords TßfJ(, TNUM and TVDP must be used in
conjunction with the character F or S ( free or solution ), together with the
tracer name, to make a composite keyword of up to 8 characters in length. For
example, to initialise a water phase tracer whose name is 'WTR', the keywords
required for the region/depth table method of input would be TVDPFWrR and
TNUMFWrR.

The user may require to specify the initial concentration of a water phase
tracer in each of the analytic aquifers in a simulation run. This can be
achieved using the 1,QANTRC keyword in the SOWrION section of the input
data. 01..1tput of the status of each water tracer for each analytic aquifer is
obtained at each report time using item 13 of the Rr~~EO keywm:d.
Tracer injection control is achieved by means of the Wl'RACER keyword in·the
section. This keyword allows the specification of the concentrat~on
of a particular tracer in the injection stream for each well. A default
injection concentration value of zero is assumed for tracers not defined
under the wrRACER keyword.
SCHEDCJLE

Reporting of the tracer concentration in each grid cell is activated usi.ng
the 32nd argurnent of the RPTSCHEO keyword. Output of tracer volumcs within
each reporting region and the inter-region tracer flows are available using
the 33rd keyword argument of the RPTSCHEO keyword. Grid block arrays of
tracer concentration are produced under a mnemonic consisting of the tracer
narne together with the character F and/or s. For example, if IGS is a gas
phase tracer in a run with dissolved gas ( QDIGAS-= Tin the RUNSPEC
secti.on ), then two grid block concentration arrays are produced under the
mnemoni.cs IGSF and IGSS which represent the local concentrati.on of IGS in
the frce and dissolved gas respectively.
Completion, we]l, group and field reports for producti.on/injection rates
and cumolative production/injection of each tracer are produced using levels
1-5 of the 9th. argument of the RPTSCHED keyword.
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API Tt:a.cl< ing

The API Tt:acl<ing facility enables ECLIPSE to model the mixing of different
types of oi 1, having d1.ffer.ent sut:face densities and PVT properties.
Without the API Tracking faci lity, the presence of different types of oil
in the ·rcservoi.r could be handled with the aid of PVT region numbe"C"s. Oi.l in
PVT region 1 would have its properties determined from PVT table number 1,
a.nd so on. Bowever, this method cannot model the mixing of oil types. Oil
flowing fr.om region 1 into region 2 would appea.r to take on the properties
associated with region 2.
Th.e ru?I Tracking fad 1 ity essentially replaces the concept of PVT regions
for oi l. Th.e PVT tables used for detennining the oil properties are selected
at each time step according to the average API of the oil in each grid bl~k
(or tobe more precise, its average surface density). A mass conservation
equation is solved at the end of each time step to update the oil surface
density in each grid block, to model the mix:ing of the different oi.l types.
'l'"ne ÄPI Tracking facility is turned on with the switch Qru?ITR in Record 6
of the RCJNSPEC section.

Th.e PVT Properties

Two or more sets of PVT tables should be supplied, each set being associated
wi.th a particular value of the API. Th.e oil property tables are entered in the
usual way (with keyword PVTO for live oil problems, or keyword PVOO for dead
oil problems), but with the requirement that all the PVTO tables must have the
same set of Rs nodal values. Th.is restriction allows ECLIPSE to use an
efficient method of interpolating betwcen tables, for intennediate values of the
API. Th.e bubble point pressuros, formation volt..nne factors and viscositi.es may
of course vary from table to table, to reflect the different PVT properties of
the different types of oil.
Th.e API values associated. with each PVT table are set using the keyword
GRAVITY, 'Which inputs the otl, water and gas gravities for each PVT table
nurnbP.-r. Th.e API values are converted internal.ly to oil surface densities,
using the formula given in the Appendi.x on Unit Conventions. The oil API
values must DECREASE monotonically with table nurober. Alternatively the
surface densities associated with each table nurnber can be input directly usi.ng
the keyword DENSITY. In this ca3e the oil surface densities must INCREA.~E
toonotonically with table number.
The PVT properties of water and gas are nol affected by the API tracking
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Unit Conventions

There are three unit conventions:

METR[C
P :fE!.0

rJIB

units
un-i.-ts
units

The LAB convention is intended for use when simulating laboratory-scale
experiments. It is baaed on the original Darcy units, except that the unit of
time is the hour rather than the second.
The units for each data quantity are given in the table below.

METRIC

QUantity

Fn;r.o

T..AB

Length, Depth, Radius

METRES

FF.ET

Ti.me

DAYS
KG/M3

OAYS

CM
HOCJRS

LB/f'T3

GM/CC

BARSA
BARS
1/BARS

PSIA
PSI
1/PSI

ATMOSA
ATMOS
1/A'IH:)5
CPOISE
MDARCY
sec
sec

Density
Pressure ( absolute }
Pressure difference
Comprassihil ity
Viscosity
PenneabiJity
Liquid volume ( surface
conditions}
Gas
volume ( surface
conditions}
Fluid volume ( reservoir conditions}
Liquid rate
( surface
conditions }
Gas
rate
( surface
conditions )
Fluid rate
( reservoir conditions )
Formation volume factor ( liquid )
Formation volume factor ( gas )
Gas-oil ratio
Oil-gas ratio
Transmissihility
Productivity index ( _ 1-. ,.d )
Productivi.ty index ( ga.s )
Cr-factor
Ternperature
Angle
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CPOISE

CPOISE

MDARCY

MDARCY

SM3
SM3

S'rB
MSCf'
RB

RM3

SM3/0AY
SM3/0AY

RMJ/Or
RM.."'

SM3/SI

CP-M3„
SM3/D/
SM3/0/

DAY/5
DF:G C

OEGRE
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option. The same num~r o( lahles wi 11 have lo be enlered 1.n all the PV'r d<lt.a
keywords and the ROCK keyword, but normally only t:he fjrst table wtll actually
be used in all except the oil PVI' data. The unuoed Pvr and rock compressibility
tables can be defaulted by typing a single slash ( / ) on a new line for each
unused table in the keyword.
The API tracking facility over-rides the concept of PVI' table regions for
oil. The tables used to dete:rmine the oil PVI' properties are selected accoroing
to the surface density of the oil in the gr.id block, instead of the block's
PVT regi.on numbet:'. Thus the PVTNUM keyword in the REGIONS secti.on should not
normal.ly be used with the 1'PI tracking facility. If necessary, however, PVT
region numbers can still be used to model different types of gas or watet:",
alt.hough the mixing of these different flui.ds will not be handled proper.ly.

setting the Initial Conditions
The initial 1'PI distribution throughout the reservoir is specified in the
SOLUTION sectton. If the initial conditions are detennined by equilibrati.on,
the API can vary with depth independently in each equi.librati.on region. Keyword
APIVO supplies a table of Al?I values vs. depth for each equilibrati.on regi.on.
When setting the initial conditions by enumeration (keywords PRESSURE, SWAT
etc.), the keyword Oit.!\PI is used to supply the initial API values for each
grid block.
The API Tracking calculation

The initial 1'PI values in the grid blocks are i.mmediately converted into
oil surface density. The hydrostatic pressure gradient calculation takes
account of the varying surf.ace density of the oil. The variation of other PVT
properties with surface density {bubble point pressure, for.mati.on volwne f.ac;t.or
and viscosity) is handled by interpolating between PVT tablcs. The two adjacent
PVT tables whose oil surf.ace densities straddle the oil surface density value i.n
the grid block are located, and their properties { 1/Bo , 1/( Bo vo) ) are
interpolated linearly in oi.l surface density.
The oil surface density in each grid block and well is held constant over the
When a converged solution for the time step has bcen found, and the
inter-block flows determined, a mass conservation equation is solved to update
the oil surface densities. The new densities will be used in the next time step.
time step.

The oil sur.face densities are converted back into APr values for the output
reports. The 31' at switch in the RPTSCHED keyword provides .an o,1,1tpyj: of the
grid block API values, and the well reports include the APr values in the wells.
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UNIT CONVENTIONS
The user options for units are listed in this section.
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Unit Conventions

There are three unit conventions:

HETRIC
FIE!.O
!.AB

units
unJ.t_s
unitS

The LM3 convention is intended for use when simulating laboratocy-scale
experi.ments. It is based on the original Darcy units, except that the unit of
time is the hour rather than the second.
The units for each data quantity are given in the table below.

METRIC

Fn;r.o

TAB

Length, Depth, Radius

METRES

F'El:."T

CM

Ti.me

OAYS
KG/M3
BARSA
BARS
1/BARS

OA'!S

HOCJRS

LB/FT3

QUantity

Oensity
Pressure ( absolute )
Pressure difference
Comprcssibility
Viscosity
Penneabil ity
Liquid volume ( surface
conditions
Gas
volume ( surface
conditions
Fluid volume ( reservoir conditions
Liquid rate
( surface
conditions
rate
( surface
conditions
Gas
Fluid rate
( reservoir conditions
Formation volume factor ( liquid)
Formation volume factor ( gas }
Gas-oil ratio
Oil-gas ratio
Transmissibility
Productivity index ( ~ t'- ,.d )
Productivity index ( gas )
0-factor
'.{'emperature
Angle
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)
)
}
}
)
)

CPOISE

1/PSI
CPOISE

GM/CC
ATM:>SA
ATMOS
1/ATMOS
CPOISE

MDARCY

MDARCY

MDARCY

SM3
SM3

S'l'B

MSCF

sec
sec

RM3

RB

pr

SM3/DAY
SM3/0AY

~

RMJ/or
RM_?

"'
SM3/SI
CP-M3„
SM3/D1

SM3/D;
OAY/S
OF;G C
OEGRE
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PSIA

PSI

